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William L. Lyons, Ph.D.
Many scholars and laypersons alike turn to the book of Daniel because of its
political message. Yet, there exist a number of mutually exclusive interpretations of the
stories in Daniel, particularly in regard to how these stories interact with and depict
foreign imperial rule. This thesis will focus on one Daniel story in particular, Daniel 2;
and will seek to answer the following question: Is the political stance toward foreign
imperial rule in Daniel 2 primarily one of accommodation to the empire, one of
resistance, or a hybridization of the two?
This thesis will begin in chapter 1 with an introduction to the problem of Daniel
2’s political stance toward foreign imperial rule. Chapter 2 will provide helpful
background information for the book of Daniel generally and Daniel 2 in particular,
followed by an exegetical analysis of Daniel 2:1–23. Chapter 3 will conclude the
exegetical portion of this thesis, by providing an analysis of Daniel 2:24–49. Finally,
chapter 4 will analyze and interpret the findings from the exegetical analysis, in order to
determine Daniel 2’s stance toward foreign imperial rule. Chapter 4 will also offer
application for the Church universal, and specifically, the American Church.
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CHAPTER 1
RESISTANCE OR ACCOMMODATION TO FOREIGN
IMPERIAL RULE IN DANIEL 2?

Background and Statement of the Problem
Is the political stance toward foreign imperial rule in Daniel 21 primarily one of
accommodation to the empire, one of resistance, or a hybridization of the two? John J.
Collins concludes that “Daniel 2 maintains a generally positive attitude towards the king
and other wise men.”2 On the other hand, Matthew S. Rindge, contends that “Daniel 2
offers Daniel as a model of ‘moderate resistance’” to foreign rule, “as one who resists the
claims of the empire.”3 These two readings of this one story uncover the inherent tensions
within Daniel 2.
The narrative of Daniel 2 details the rise of the Judean exile Daniel in the court of
the Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar following Daniel’s successful interpretation of
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. This story is one of a number of stories about Daniel and his

1

Unless otherwise indicated all English Bible references in this thesis are to the
New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) (New York: Oxford Press, 2018).
2

John J. Collins, “The Court-Tales in Daniel and the Development of
Apocalyptic,” Journal of Biblical Literature 94, no. 2 (1975): 224, AtlaSerialsPLUS®,
EBSCOhost (21 September 2021).
3

Matthew S. Rindge, “Jewish Identity under Foreign Rule: Daniel 2 as a
Reconfiguration of Genesis 41,” Journal of Biblical Literature 129, no. 1 (2010): 95,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (13 September 2021).
1

2
fellow Judean exiles who served in the courts of the Babylonian, Median, and Persian
Empires after being taken captive by Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 1:1–4). These initial stories
which make up the first half of the book of Daniel (Dan 1–6) are formally quite different
from the apocalyptic visions in the second half (Dan 7–12). Whereas in Daniel 7–12,
Daniel is a recipient of heavenly revelations, in Daniel 1–6, Daniel primarily functions as
an interpreter of other people’s dreams and visions.
The majority of recent scholars posit that these stories (with the possible
exception of Daniel 1)4 were written either in the Persian Period (539–333 BCE) or early
Hellenistic Period (333–63 BCE), and prior to the composition of the visions in Daniel 7–
12, which seem to reflect the Antiochene Crisis of the mid-second century BCE.5 Others,
like Joyce G. Baldwin and Tremper Longman III, argue for a sixth-century BCE date for

4

John J. Collins, Daniel: A Commentary on the Book of Daniel, Hermeneia
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 38; Ida Fröhlich, “Time and Times and Half a Time”:
Historical Consciousness in the Jewish Literature of the Persian and Hellenistic Eras,
Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 19 (Sheffield, UK:
Sheffield Academic, 1996), 15, 17, n. 23; Matthias Henze, “The Narrative Frame of
Daniel: A Literary Assessment,” Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian,
Hellenistic, and Roman Period 32, no. 1 (2001): 10, AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (6
October 2021).
5

See Collins, “Court-Tales,” 229, 234; Collins, Daniel: A Commentary, 36–37;
Daniel L. Smith-Christopher, “Daniel: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections,” New
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 7 (Nashville: Abingdon, 1994), 20; Paul L. Redditt, Daniel, New
Century Bible Commentary (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic, 1999), 4–6, 24; Lester
L. Grabbe, “A Dan(iel) for All Seasons: For Whom was Daniel Important?,” in The Book
of Daniel: Composition and Reception, vol. 1, ed. John J. Collins and Peter W. Flint, with
the assistance of Cameron VanEpps (Leiden, NL: Brill, 2001), 230; Henze, 7; C. L.
Seow, Daniel, Westminster Bible Companion (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox,
2003), 8; Sharon Pace, Daniel, Smith & Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon, GA: Smith
& Helwys, 2008), 3–4 (E-book accessed on 19 August 2021, from EBSCOhost eBook
Collection).
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both the stories and the visions of Daniel.6 Yet, even Longman III notes that the book
itself does not claim to be a sixth-century BCE composition, and that the Daniel stories
are “accounts about the sixth century, not necessarily compositions of the sixth century.”7
Thus, by no means does the text itself force one to date the stories to the sixth century
BCE.
Yet, as Carol A. Newsom and Brennan W. Breed point out, the book’s
bilingualism complicates questions of dating and authorship as well as the neat division
between Daniel’s stories (Dan 1–6) and visions (Dan 7–12). For while the language of
Daniel 1:1–2:4a and 8–12 is Hebrew, Daniel 2:4b–7:28 is written in Aramaic.8 Collins
lists a total of four possible theories that have been proposed to explain Daniel’s
bilingualism: (1) a bilingual author wrote the entire work in two languages; (2) the book
was originally written in Hebrew, with certain sections later translated into Aramaic; (3)
the book was originally written in Aramaic, with certain sections later translated into
Hebrew; or (4) the Aramaic material was incorporated “into a work whose final stage was

6

Joyce G. Baldwin, Daniel: An Introduction and Commentary, Tyndale Old
Testament Commentaries (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1978) 35–46; Tremper
Longman III, Daniel, NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan,
1999), 23.
7
8

Longman III, 21.

Carol A. Newsom, with Brennan W. Breed, Daniel: A Commentary, Old
Testament Library (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2014), 8.
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composed in Hebrew.”9 Yet, no scholarly consensus has been reached and no theory is
without its problems.
The author of this thesis finds most compelling the proposal that a collection of
Aramaic stories (Dan 2–6)—likely originating independently of one another in the
Persian (539–333 BCE) or Hellenistic Periods (333–63 BCE)—was later combined with
a series of visions (Dan 7–12) as well as an introduction (Dan 1), which were composed
in the second century BCE.10 Yet, no matter when one dates the book of Daniel, John
Goldingay’s wise words on the subject should be kept in mind: “Whether the stories [and
visions were] . . . written by Daniel or by someone else, in the sixth century B.C., the
second, or somewhere in between, makes surprisingly little difference to the book’s
exegesis.”11 While questions of authorship and dating are important, they need not
drastically affect one’s reading of the book as a whole or of a single story (Dan 2).12
Furthermore, the author of this thesis believes the bilingualism of Daniel to be
significant for the overall purpose of the book, and should not simply be understood as

9

Collins, Daniel: A Commentary, 12–13. See also David M. Valeta, Lions and
Ovens and Visions: A Satirical Reading of Daniel 1–6, Hebrew Bible Monographs 12
(Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Phoenix, 2008), 29.
10

This is the position taken by Collins and Anathea E. Portier-Young in Collins,
Daniel: A Commentary, 38, and Anathea E. Portier-Young, “Languages of Identity and
Obligation: Daniel as Bilingual Book,” Vetus Testamentum 60 (2010): 100–101,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (6 October 2021).
11

John Goldingay, Daniel, Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 30 (Dallas: Word
Books, 1989), xl.
12

For a more detailed discussion of the dating and authorship of Daniel, see
chapter 2 of this thesis.
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evidence of the book’s compositional history. Rather, following the lead of David M.
Valeta and Anathea E. Portier-Young, this thesis will argue that the use of both Hebrew
and Aramaic in the book of Daniel is intentional and has its own rhetorical aims.13
Portier-Young summarizes well the view of this thesis when she writes, “while the
languages of Daniel may well reflect aspects of the book’s complex composition history,
they also reflect conscious choices on the part of the book’s author(s).”14 And as Jin Hee
Han notes, the fact that the book’s languages do not exactly coincide with the book’s
genres “prevents the book from falling apart into two big chunks. While the dual aspects
of the book can be clearly delineated, they do not let the reader put the book asunder.”15
As stated previously, the stories of Daniel trace the activities of Daniel and his
fellow Judean exiles as they serve in the foreign courts of a number of empires. These
“court tales,” as they are termed by some scholars,16 are preoccupied with the rise and fall
of the kingdoms in which they are set, and with the conduct of God’s people living under

13

David M. Valeta, “Polyglossia and Parody: Language in Daniel 1–6,” in Bakhtin
and Genre Theory in Biblical Studies, Semeia Studies, no. 63, ed. Roland Boer (Atlanta:
Society of Biblical Literature, 2007), 96–99 (E-book accessed on 21 September 2021,
from EBSCOhost eBook Collection); Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions, 31; PortierYoung, “Languages of Identity and Obligation,” 107–115.
14

Portier-Young, “Languages of Identity and Obligation,” 115.

15

Jin Hee Han, Daniel’s Spiel: Apocalyptic Literacy in the Book of Daniel
(Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2008), 93.
16

W. Lee Humphreys, “A Life-Style for Diaspora: A Study of the Tales of Esther
and Daniel,” Journal of Biblical Literature 92, no. 2 (1973): 217, AtlaSerialsPLUS®,
EBSCOhost (15 September 2021); Collins, “Court-Tales,” 219.
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the shadow of such empires. It is not surprising, then, that in recent years, particular
attention has been given to analyzing the political perspective(s) of these court tales.
Yet, as is evidenced by the divergent readings of Daniel 2 presented above, there
is no consensus within scholarship concerning that story’s political stance, much less the
stance of the entire collection of stories (Dan 1–6). Almost fifty years ago, W. Lee
Humphreys analyzed the stories of Daniel, and determined that “the tales are not
essentially critical of the foreign court.”17 In these stories, the foreign monarchs—except
for Belshazzar—are even “regarded in a favorable light,” according to Humphreys.18
Since the publication of Humphreys’ article, a number of scholars have followed in his
footsteps, ultimately concluding that the court tales are optimistic about life under
imperial rule; and that they depict foreign rulers positively.19 More recently, however, the
tides have turned. One finds a number of scholars treating the Daniel stories as resistance

17

Humphreys, 221.

18

Humphreys, 221.

19

Louis F. Hartman and Alexander A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel, Anchor
Bible, vol. 23 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1978), 34; John J. Collins, “Daniel and His
Social World,” Interpretation 39, no. 2 (1985): 135, AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (9
October 2021); Collins, Daniel: A Commentary, 44, 51; Redditt, 4; Donald E. Gowan,
Daniel, Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries (Nashville: Abingdon, 2001), 21.
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literature against the powers that be.20 Still other scholars recognize within these stories
both resistance and accommodation to imperial rule.21 Thus, the question of the political
stance of these court tales, including the narrative of Daniel 2, remains unresolved, which
leads to the purpose of this thesis.
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze themes of resistance and accommodation
in Daniel 2, in order to establish the story’s political stance toward foreign imperial rule.

20

Daniel L. Smith-Christopher, “Gandhi on Daniel 6: Some Thoughts on a
‘Cultural Exegesis’ of the Bible,” Biblical Interpretation 1, no. 3 (1993): 331, 338,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (11 September 2021); Smith-Christopher, “Daniel,” 20–
21; David M. Valeta, “Court or Jester Tales? Resistance and Social Reality in Daniel 1–
6,” Perspectives in Religious Studies 32, no. 3 (2005): 323, AtlaSerialsPLUS®,
EBSCOhost (30 September 2021); Shane Kirkpatrick, Competing for Honor: A SocialScientific Reading of Daniel 1–6 (Leiden, NL: Brill, 2005), 3, 30, 38 (E-book accessed on
19 August 2021, from ProQuest Ebook Central); Valeta, “Polyglossia and Parody,” 108;
Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions, 1–2, 21, 38, 154, 157; Richard A. Horsley, Revolt
of the Scribes: Resistance and Apocalyptic Origins (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2010), 33–35;
Rindge, 95, 97–98; Michael J. Chan, “Ira Regis: Comedic Inflections of Royal Rage in
Jewish Court Tales,” Jewish Quarterly Review 103, no. 1 (2013): 23, 25,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (13 September 2021).
21

P. R. Davies, “Daniel in the Lions’ Den,” in Images of Empire, Journal for the
Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 122, ed. Loveday Alexander (Sheffield,
UK: Journal for the Study of the Old Testament, 1991), 161; Danna Nolan Fewell, Circle
of Sovereignty: Plotting Politics in the Book of Daniel, 2nd ed. (Nashville: Abingdon,
1991), 126, 129–130; Donald C. Polaski, “Mene, Mene, Tekel, Parsin: Writing and
Resistance in Daniel 5 and 6,” Journal of Biblical Literature 123, no. 4 (2004): 667–669,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (2 October 2021); Han, 49, 51; Anathea E. PortierYoung, Apocalypse Against Empire: Theologies of Resistance in Early Judaism (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011), 226–227; John J. Collins, “Apocalypse and Empire,”
Svensk Exegetisk Årsbok 76 (2011): 6–8, AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (2 October
2021); Newsom and Breed, 16; Carol A. Newsom, “‘Resistance is Futile!’: The Ironies of
Danielic Resistance to Empire,” Interpretation 71, no. 2 (2017): 169, 171–172,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (28 September 2021).
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This will be accomplished by conducting an exegetical analysis of Daniel 2. Particular
attention will be given to how the narrative of Daniel 2 depicts foreign rule, whether that
be critically or admirably. Attention will also be given to how the Judean exiles relate to
the Babylonian Empire within the narrative.
Studies on resistance and accommodation in the court tales have primarily
focused on Daniel 1, 3, and 6—stories in which the Judean exiles reject assimilation or
disobey the laws of the land22—or on Daniel 5, which tells of Belshazzar’s death and the
end of the Babylonian Empire.23 Only a few scholars have provided sustained treatments
of resistance in Daniel 2 specifically.24 For this reason, one objective of this thesis will be
to add to the work of those scholars by offering a detailed exegetical analysis of Daniel 2.
Furthermore, while most of the aforementioned treatments of Daniel 2 have focused
solely on resistance in Daniel 2,25 another objective of this thesis will be to give ear not

22

Danna Nolan Fewell, The Children of Israel: Reading the Bible for the Sake of
Our Children (Nashville: Abingdon, 2003), 117–130; Philip P. Chia, “On Naming the
Subject: Postcolonial Reading of Daniel 1,” in The Postcolonial Biblical Reader, ed. R.
S. Sugirtharajah (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2006), 171–185; Portier-Young, Apocalypse
Against Empire, 258–262; Greg Goswell, “The Ethics of the Book of Daniel,”
Restoration Quarterly 57, no. 3 (2015): 130–139, AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (15
October 2021).
23

Athalya Brenner-Idan, “Who’s Afraid of Feminist Criticism? Who’s Afraid of
Biblical Humour? The Case of the Obtuse Foreign Ruler in the Hebrew Bible,” Journal
for the Study of the Old Testament 19, no. 63 (1994): 48–51, AtlaSerialsPLUS®,
EBSCOhost (11 October 2021); Polaski, 651–660.
24

Fewell, Circle of Sovereignty, 23–37; Daniel L. Smith-Christopher, “Prayers
and Dreams: Power and Diaspora Identities in the Social Setting of the Daniel Tales,” in
Collins and Flint, 266–290; Kirkpatrick, 67–91; Rindge, 85–104.
25

The exception is Fewell, Circle of Sovereignty, 23–37.
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only to voices of resistance, but also, to accommodating voices in the text. And yet, there
are a number of ways in which this thesis will, of necessity, be limited in its scope.
Delimitations
While a detailed analysis of the entire collection of Daniel stories is beyond the
confines of this thesis, the focus of this thesis will specifically be on the political stance
toward foreign imperial rule in Daniel 2. Though Daniel 1–6 now constitutes a literary
unit, it is likely that some of the stories originated independently of each other. Therefore,
approaching each story on its own terms is not without justification. As Collins explains,
“The attitude towards the Gentiles can only be discerned by attention to the emphasis in
each particular tale.”26 Also, although an analysis comparing variants between different
versions of Daniel 2 would certainly be enlightening, this thesis will focus solely on the
Hebrew-Aramaic version of Daniel 2 as it is found in the Masoretic Text (MT). Next, this
chapter will define a number of key terms that will be of importance in this thesis.
Definition of Terms
Two key terms in need of definition are “resistance” and “accommodation.”
Portier-Young, rather than giving a straightforward definition of resistance, offers three
main points
that provide a conceptual framework for the understanding of resistance . . . 1.
Domination, its strategies, and the hegemony that reinforces it provide the
conditions for and objects of resistance. 2. Acts of resistance proceed from the

26

Collins, “Court-Tales,” 220.
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intention to limit, oppose, reject, or transform hegemonic institutions . . . as well
as systems, strategies, and acts of domination. 3. Resistance is effective action.27
By “hegemony,” Portier-Young means the ways in which a dominant culture controls its
subjects: not through “physical coercion”—that is, stealing, torture, and even killing—but
“through cultural institutions . . . systems of patronage . . . social networks, and the
structured practices of everyday life.”28
While resistance can take many forms, Daniel L. Smith-Christopher explains that
many scholars wrongly “equate violence with resistance.”29 Portier-Young similarly
notes that armed revolt is an “obvious, and extreme, form of resistance that frequently
attracts scholarly attention.”30 Yet, violent rebellion is not the only form of resistance
available to the oppressed. For example, Smith-Christopher notes that stories which are
told and crafted by marginalized groups, like the Daniel stories, “can become a creative
world of resistance in which heroes are drawn from among their own people, standing
against the dominant majority culture.”31 According to Portier-Young, such resistance
literature can stand alongside other “embodied practices” of resistance, such as fasting,

27

Portier-Young, Apocalypse Against Empire, 11.

28

Portier-Young, Apocalypse Against Empire, 11–12.

29

Smith-Christopher, “Daniel,” 32.

30

Portier-Young, Apocalypse Against Empire, 5.

31

Smith-Christopher, “Daniel,” 30.
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prayer, and even martyrdom.32 Thus, both Smith-Christopher and Portier-Young describe
Daniel’s form of resistance as “nonviolent resistance.”33
The converse of a resistant stance—violent or otherwise—is an accommodationist
one. A story with an accommodationist leaning would ultimately serve “to legitimate the
empire’s claims to power,” as Newsom points out.34 The term “accommodation” is
interchangeable with plenty of other terms, such as “compromise,” “submission,” and
“assimilation.” All these terms help capture what P. R. Davies refers to as the “practical
accommodations to life under imperium” that one finds in the Daniel stories generally,
and in Daniel 2 in particular.35 In the court tales of Daniel, choosing to eat the royal food
(Dan 1) or bow down to the statue established by King Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 3) would
be explicit examples of accommodating to foreign imperial rule. The choice before the
Judean exiles in these stories is whether or not they will accommodate to the dominant
culture. Before analyzing whether or not Daniel 2 promotes a resistant or an
accommodationist stance toward imperial rule, however, it is important to clarify this
author’s presuppositions and assumptions in approaching the biblical text.

32

Portier-Young, Apocalypse Against Empire, 13.

33

Smith-Christopher, “Daniel,” 28; Daniel L. Smith-Christopher, A Biblical
Theology of Exile, Overtures to Biblical Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2002), 186–
187; Portier-Young, Apocalypse Against Empire, 229, 277–278, 387. See also Greg
Carey, “Daniel as an Americanized Apocalypse,” Interpretation 71, no. 2 (2017): 192,
AtlaSerialsPLUS®, EBSCOhost (20 October 2021).
34

Newsom, 171.

35

Davies, “Daniel in the Lion’s Den,” 161.
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Presuppositions or Assumptions
The author of this thesis presupposes that Scripture is, in the words of Paul the
Apostle, “inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for
training in righteousness” (2 Tim 3:16). Divine inspiration, though, does not necessarily
mean that the biblical text must always be historically accurate, or that it intends to be. As
Robert Gnuse points out, a dominant view even within more conservative and evangelical
circles is that Scripture is “[c]ulturally and historically conditioned literature,” which is
“inspired and infallible in regard to theology and morals but not inerrant in matters of
history and science.”36 This will be the view adopted by this thesis.
As it pertains specifically to the stories in the book of Daniel, the inspiration of
Scripture does not necessarily indicate that these stories are factual or historical accounts
about exiled Jews living under foreign domination. Goldingay notes that one should not
approach “the stories with the a priori conviction that they must be pure history,” for God
is “capable of inspiring people to write both history and fiction.”37 Close examination of
the biblical text, as well as attention to historical and archaeological evidence, should
guide one’s conclusions on whether a given story is fictional or historical. With these
presuppositions now clarified, this opening chapter will conclude with a summation of
the author’s methodological approach.

36

Robert Gnuse, “Authority of the Bible,” Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation,
vol. 1, ed. John H. Hayes (Nashville: Abingdon, 1999), 88.
37

Goldingay, Daniel, xxxix.
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Methodology
The opening chapter of this thesis has served as an introduction to the problem of
whether Daniel 2’s political stance toward foreign imperial rule is one of
accommodation, resistance, or a hybridization of both. Chapter 2 will provide helpful
background information for the book of Daniel generally and Daniel 2 in particular,
followed by an exegetical analysis of Daniel 2:1–23. Chapter 3 will conclude the
exegetical portion of this thesis, by providing an analysis of Daniel 2:24–49. Finally,
chapter 4 will analyze and interpret the findings from the exegetical analysis, in order to
determine Daniel 2’s stance toward foreign imperial rule. Chapter 4 will also offer
application for the Church universal, and specifically, the American Church

CHAPTER 2
AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF DANIEL 2:1–23

Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis will primarily consist of an exegetical study of
Daniel 2. The exegetical portions of this thesis will highlight themes specifically related
to the political stance of this narrative. Special attention will be given to how characters
are depicted and contrasted with one another (e.g., Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel, the court
wise men), as well as how narrative elements—such as language, plot, genre, and
setting—help readers to interpret the story’s political leanings. Before beginning the
exegetical analysis of Daniel 2, this chapter will first examine the dating, authorship, and
audience of Daniel, after which a brief overview of Daniel 1 will be provided.
Dating
As stated previously in chapter 1, there is somewhat of a consensus within critical
scholarship that the stories in Daniel 2–6 originated either in the Persian (539–333 BCE)
or Hellenistic (333–63 BCE) Periods. The visions of Daniel 7–12 and an introductory
chapter (Dan 1) were likely added to the collection of Daniel stories in the second century
BCE, specifically during the Antiochene Crisis (175–164 BCE).1 Many scholars point to

1

For more on this, see pages 2–4 of this thesis.
14

15
what seem to be a number of historical problems within the stories as evidence that these
stories originated long after the events that they describe.2
For example, the book of Daniel dates Nebuchadnezzar’s siege of Jerusalem to
the “third year of the reign of King Jehoiakim” (606 BCE; Dan 1:1); Nebuchadnezzar,
however, did not begin to reign until 605 BCE (see Jer 25:1). Newsom and Breed are
typical of most commentators when they observe that “no evidence exists for a
Babylonian siege of Jerusalem before 598/97, as both 2 Kgs 25 and the Babylonian
Chronicle independently attest.”3 Yet, Baldwin notes that there is evidence in both 2
Kings 24:1 and 2 Chronicles 36:6 that Nebuchadnezzar was, at least, present in Jerusalem
prior to the siege of Jerusalem in 597 BCE.4 Baldwin further argues that the events
described in Daniel 1:1 should be considered a “possibility,” given the different systems
for reckoning the reigns of kings in the ancient Near East (ANE).5
Also, Davies argues that Darius the Mede (Dan 5:31; 9:1) was not a historical
individual, but rather, a combination of multiple Persian rulers who bore the name
Darius: Darius I, who reigned from 522–486 BCE, and Darius II, who reigned from 423–
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Collins, Daniel: A Commentary, 29–33; Gowan, 18–21; Seow, Daniel, 4–7.
Pace, 3–8 draws attention to a number of other “internal clues” in the Daniel stories,
besides historical problems, that seem to indicate that they arose much later than the
sixth-century BCE. But, compare with James H. Sims, “Daniel,” in A Complete Literary
Guide to the Bible, ed. Leland Ryken and Tremper Longman III (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 1993), 328, who makes the unique argument that Daniel’s historical
inaccuracies are both intentional and “an integral part of the book’s literary technique.”
3

Newsom and Breed, Daniel, 39.

4
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5
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404 BCE.6 Likewise, Collins believes it is most likely that Darius the Mede was
originally the Persian King Darius I, who was, at some point, mistakenly labeled a Mede,
and was placed chronologically before Cyrus the Great of Persia, rather than after him.7
D. J. Wiseman, however, argues that Darius the Mede should not be treated as a purely
fictitious figure, nor that one should assume the author of Daniel has been historically
inaccurate. Rather, Wiseman proposes that Darius the Mede should be identified with
Cyrus the Great.8 Wiseman argues for this interpretation because: (1) Darius is said to
have been “about sixty-two years old” at the time of Babylon’s fall (Dan 5:31)—which
could potentially have been the age of Cyrus when he conquered Babylon in 539 BCE—
and (2) on the basis of Daniel 6:28, which he translates as “Daniel prospered in the reign
of Darius, even (namely, or i.e.) the reign of Cyrus the Persian” (cf. 1 Chr 5:26).9 There
are compelling and data-driven arguments both for and against the historical accuracy of
the Daniel stories. Yet, the number of potential historical inaccuracies10 leads this author

6

P. R. Davies, Daniel, Old Testament Guides (Sheffield, UK: Journal for the
Study of the Old Testament, 1985), 27.
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Collins, Daniel: A Commentary, 30–32.
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D. J. Wiseman, “Some Historical Problems in the Book of Daniel,” in Notes on
Some Problems in the Book of Daniel, ed. D. J. Wiseman et al. (London: Tyndale, 1965),
12–16.
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to conclude that the stories probably originated well into the Persian Period (539–333
BCE), rather than in the Neo-Babylonian Period (626–539 BCE).
These historical problems, however, are not surprising if one takes into
consideration the form and genre of the stories themselves. Many scholars categorize the
stories of Daniel 1–6 as “court tales”11 or “court legends.”12 In this regard, they are more
closely aligned with folktales13 and romances,14 rather than with historiographical
documents. According to Goldingay, the stories in Daniel—like the stories about Joseph,
Esther, Tobit, and Ahiqar—are meant to “entertain,” as well as to “encourage,” their
audience(s).15 For Goldingay, this does not necessarily mean that the stories are
completely ahistorical. He is quick to assert, though, that they are “clearly distinguishable
in form from OT narrative that does purport to be serious history” (e.g., 2 Kgs 24–25).16
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With Goldingay—who is himself an evangelical scholar—the author of this thesis
believes these stories do “reflect historical experiences and events”; but at the same time,
they should not be considered strict historiography, because of their striking similarity to
other “genres that make use of fictional features as well as historical ones in order to
achieve their aim of telling an edifying story.”17 The Daniel stories were written for
purposes other than historiography, and thus, should not be held to the same standards as
ancient historiographical documents, much less modern historical records. While the
stories probably contain traditional material from the time in which the stories are set, it
is likely that the court tales reached their final form much later than the sixth century
BCE. This raises the question, then, of who told and composed these stories.
Authorship
Many scholars look to the characters of Daniel and his friends, as well as to the
court setting of the Daniel stories, in order to determine what kind of person(s) authored
these tales. For example, Collins argues that most likely “the authors and tradents of the
tales were, like Daniel, upper-class, well-educated Jews, who found careers in
government service in the eastern Diaspora.”18 Even if they were not courtiers
themselves, Collins finds it probable that they at least “aspired to be ‘wise men.’”19
Similarly, Lawrence M. Wills, in his study of the court legends in Daniel and Esther,
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concludes that this genre “reflects the orientation of the administrative and
entrepreneurial class.”20
As noted by Matthias Henze, however, underlying these approaches to identify
the author(s) of the Daniel stories is a presupposition that “there [is] a direct relationship
between the social world constructed by the narratives and the social world from which
they stem.”21 Henze questions this line of thinking, explaining that even though the
setting of these stories is the foreign court, that does not necessarily mean that those who
wrote them were courtiers, or that they arose in a court setting.22 Henze also points out
that the presence of the non-Jewish court tale of Ahiqar at the Jewish military colony at
Elephantine in Egypt “casts into doubt whether wisdom court legends necessarily
circulated in the court and, indeed, whether they were composed there.”23
Both Smith-Christopher and Gnuse also argue that these stories need not have
originated among elites. Smith-Christopher prefers to read these court tales as “hero
stories,” which probably began as oral stories told by and for lower-class Jews in the
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Diaspora.24 Gnuse sees within the Daniel stories “the yearning of underdogs—the desires
of those who are ruled, oppressed, or at least under political, economic, and cultural
pressure from a major world power.”25 Even Wills recognizes that these stories contain a
“ruled ethnic perspective,” and that they “assert the wisdom and statecraft of the cultural
hero of the ruled ethnic group . . . [and] affirm the value and identity of the ruled ethnic
group.”26
While it is impossible to conclude with certainty what kind of group composed
these stories, it is simply not necessary to assume they were written by courtiers or upperclass Jews. Even if the court tales did derive from elite circles, it does not follow that the
authors “stood to gain by maintaining the status quo,” as Collins argues.27 In fact, as will
be demonstrated later in this thesis, there are several ways in which the Daniel stories,
and specifically the narrative of Daniel 2, resist and challenge the status quo. Thus, the
author of this thesis finds it most likely that the Daniel stories were composed by
marginalized Jewish groups in the Diaspora, rather than by courtiers. Who, then, was the
intended audience of these stories?
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Audience
The question of audience is inherently connected to the question of authorship.
For if these stories did originate among Jewish courtiers attempting to succeed in a
foreign court, then, it is plausible that they were written with fellow courtiers in mind.
Humphreys argues that the Daniel stories “served the . . . purpose of presenting a style of
life for the Jew of the diaspora.”28 From this perspective, then, the stories can be viewed
as a guide, or even a training manual, for how to succeed as a courtier in a foreign court.
Once again, however, there is quite a bit of evidence that may indicate the primary
audience was not upper-class courtiers, but lower-class Jews.
As noted previously, Henze argues that because Ahiqar was popular among
Jewish military personnel at Elephantine, this “demonstrates that court narratives were
not enjoyed by educated courtiers exclusively.”29 Furthermore, Henze is critical of
Humphrey’s view that the tales presented a “life-style” for Jews in the Diaspora. Henze
writes, “It appears unlikely that such a ‘life-style’ would have been met with
overwhelming enthusiasm . . . for what awaited the ambitious Jews, at least according to
[the] tales, was first and foremost not a stellar career at the foreign court, but the lion’s
den.”30 The foreign court in the court tales of Daniel is a place of reward and promotion,
but also of hostility, threats, and near-death experiences.
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Valeta also points to the popularity of the Daniel stories as evidence that they
were not solely read by those in court circles.31 For Valeta, the book of Daniel’s “many
extant versions” (the MT, the Old Greek version, and the Theodotion edition)32 indicate
that it was quite popular; these stories were not necessarily meant for a select few.33 Also,
if one accepts Valeta’s reading of the Daniel stories as being satirical in nature,34 then this
too would seem to indicate that they originated among, and were meant for, not well-todo groups, but disenfranchised ones, who sought to ridicule the powers that be.35 Thus, it
is possible that the intended audience of these Daniel stories was lower-class Jews in the
Diaspora, who looked to Daniel and the exiles as heroes.
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Questions of dating, authorship, and audience of an ancient text are notoriously
difficult to answer. Even coherent and logical arguments in defense of a specific position
can never be certain. Thus, modern readers should do their best to reconstruct ancient
history with the greatest care. The author of this thesis finds it unlikely that the Daniel
stories were written for Jewish courtiers, who were attempting to succeed socially and
politically in the Diaspora. Rather, these stories seem to reflect the concerns and longings
of disenfranchised groups, and thus, were likely told and composed both by them and for
them. Next, this author will briefly summarize the narrative of Daniel 1 to prepare for the
exegesis of Daniel 2.
Summary of Daniel 1
Daniel 1 opens with Nebuchadnezzar’s siege of Jerusalem, presumably in the
“third year” of King Jehoiakim’s reign (606 BCE). The narrator explains that
Nebuchadnezzar not only brought “some of the vessels of the house of God” back “to the
land of Shinar” (Dan 1:2), but that he also had “some of the Israelites of the royal family
and of the nobility” brought to Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar did this in order that they might
be “educated for three years” and subsequently serve in Nebuchadnezzar’s court (Dan
1:3–6). Among this group of exiles were Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah.
The main conflict of the story in Daniel 1 centers on the “royal rations of food and
wine” that Daniel and his fellow Judean exiles were expected to eat (Dan 1:5), for Daniel
“resolved that he would not defile himself with the royal rations” (Dan 1:8). The four
Judean exiles requested to be given a test by their guard: for ten days, they would only
consume vegetables and water, after which their overseers could compare their
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“appearance with the appearance of the young men who eat the royal rations” (Dan 1:11–
13). After the test, much to the surprise of the reader, the Judean exiles “appeared better
and fatter than all the [other] young men” (Dan 1:15). Not only this, but the narrator
explains that these four exiles were given “knowledge and skill in every aspect of
literature and wisdom” by their God, and Daniel specifically “had insight into all visions
and dreams” (Dan 1:17). The story concludes with King Nebuchadnezzar finding them to
be “ten times better than all the magicians and enchanters in his whole kingdom” (Dan
1:19–20). Now that the opening narrative of the book of Daniel has been summarized, the
rest of this chapter will focus on the first half of the next story, Daniel 2:1–23.
Daniel 2:1–16
The first major section of Daniel 2 is Daniel 2:1–16, which can be divided into
two smaller sections: 2:1–12 and 2:13–16. The opening scene (Dan 2:1–12), which sets
up the main conflict of the story, is characterized by misunderstanding, humor, and irony.
This scene is followed by a brief response on the part of Daniel in Daniel 2:13–16. The
characterization of Daniel in Daniel 2:13–16 contrasts sharply with the characterization
of King Nebuchadnezzar in the opening scene (Dan 2:1–12), as will be made clear in the
following exegetical analysis.
Nebuchadnezzar’s Nightmare (Dan 2:1–12)
 ִלְקר ֹאóמוֹת ַוִתְּתָפֶּﬠם רוּחוֹ וְּשָׁנתוֹ ִנְה ְיָתה ָﬠָליו׃ ַויּ ֹאֶמר ַהֶמֶּלëוִּבְשַׁנת ְשַׁתּ ִים ְלַמְלכוּת ְנֻבַכְדֶנַצּר ָחַלם ְנֻבַכְדֶנַצּר ֲח
ó׃ ַויּ ֹאֶמר ָלֶהם ַהֶמֶּלóֹמָתיו ַוָיֹּבאוּ ַוַיַּﬠְמדוּ ִלְפֵני ַהֶמֶּלë ֲחóַלַח ְרֻטִמּים ְוָלַאָשִּׁפים ְוַלְמַכְשִּׁפים ְוַלַכְּשִׂדּים ְלַהִגּיד ַלֶמֶּל
 ֲאָרִמית ַמְלָכּא ְלָﬠְלִמין ֱח ִיי ֱאַמר ֶחְלָמאóֲחלוֹם ָחָלְמִתּי ַוִתָּפֶּﬠם רוִּחי ָלַדַﬠת ֶאת־ַהֲחלוֹם׃ ַו ְיַדְבּרוּ ַהַכְּשִׂדּים ַלֶמֶּל
[ וִּפְשָׁרא ְנַחֵוּא׃ ָﬠֵנה ַמְלָכּא ְוָאַמר לכשדיא ]ְלַכְשָׂדֵּאי[ ִמְלָּתה ִמ ִנּי ַאְזָדּא ֵהן ָלא ְתהוְֹדעוַּנּ ִני ֶחְלָמאóלעבדיך ]ְלַﬠְבָד
וִּפְשֵׁרהּ ַהָדִּמין ִתְּתַﬠְבדוּן וָּבֵתּיכוֹן ְנָוִלי ִיְתָּשׂמוּן׃ ְוֵהן ֶחְלָמא וִּפְשֵׁרהּ ְתַּהֲח ֹון ַמְתָּנן וּ ְנִבְזָבּה ִויָקר ַשִׂגּיא ְתַּקְבּלוּן ִמן־
ֳקָדָמי ָלֵהן ֶחְלָמא וִּפְשֵׁרהּ ַהֲח ֹו ִני׃ ֲﬠנוֹ ִת ְנָינוּת ְוָאְמ ִרין ַמְלָכּא ֶחְלָמא ֵיאַמר ְלַﬠְבדוִֹהי וִּפְשָׁרה ְנַהֲחֵוה׃ ָﬠֵנה ַמְלָכּא ְוָאַמר
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ִמן־ַיִצּיב ָיַדע ֲאָנה ִדּי ִﬠָדָּנא ַא ְנתּוּן ָזְב ִנין ׇכּל־ֳקֵבל ִדּי ֲחֵזיתוֹן ִדּי ַאְזָדּא ִמ ִנּי ִמְלָּתא׃ ִדּי ֵהן־ֶחְלָמא ָלא ְתהוְֹדֻﬠַנּ ִני ֲחָדה־
ִהיא ָדְתכוֹן וִּמָלּה ִכְדָבה וְּשִׁחיָתה הזמנתון ]ִהְזְדִּמ ְנתּוּן[ ְלֵמאַמר ׇקָדַמי ַﬠד ִדּי ִﬠָדָּנא ִיְשַׁתֵּנּא ָלֵהן ֶחְלָמא ֱאַמרוּ ִלי
ְוִא ְנַדּע ִדּי ִפְשֵׁרהּ ְתַּהֲחוַֻנּ ִני׃ ֲﬠנוֹ כשדיא ]ַכְשָׂדֵּאי[ ֳקָדם־ַמְלָכּא ְוָאְמ ִרין ָלא־ִאיַתי ֱאָנשׁ ַﬠל־ַיֶבְּשָׁתּא ִדּי ִמַלּת ַמְלָכּא
 ַרב ְוַשִׁלּיט ִמָלּה ִכְדָנה ָלא ְשֵׁאל ְלׇכל־ַח ְרֹטם ְוָאַשׁף ְוַכְשָׂדּי׃ וִּמְלָּתא ִדי־ַמְלָכּהóיוַּכל ְלַהֲחָוָיה ׇכּל־ֳקֵבל ִדּי ׇכּל־ֶמֶל
ָשֵׁאל ַיִקּיָרה ְוׇאֳחָרן ָלא ִאיַתי ִדּי ְיַח ִוַּנּהּ ֳקָדם ַמְלָכּא ָלֵהן ֱאָלִהין ִדּי ְמָד ְרהוֹן ִﬠם־ִבְּשָׂרא ָלא ִאיתוִֹהי׃ ׇכּל־ֳקֵבל ְדָּנה
36
ַמְלָכּא ְבַּנס וְּקַצף ַשִׂגּיא ַוֲאַמר ְלהוָֹבָדה ְלֹכל ַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶבל׃
Now in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, Nebuchadnezzar
dreamed dreams and his spirit was disturbed, and his sleep came upon him. The
king said to call for the magicians, the exorcists, the sorcerers, and the Chaldeans
to tell the king his dreams. And they came and stood before the king. The king
said to them, “I have dreamed a dream and my spirit is disturbed to know the
dream.” The Chaldeans spoke to the King in Aramaic: “O king, live forever! Tell
the dream to your servants and we will reveal the interpretation.” The king
answered and said to the Chaldeans, “The word from me is firm: if you will not
make known to me the dream and its interpretation, you will be made pieces and
your houses will be made a dunghill! But if you reveal the dream and its
interpretation, you will receive gifts and rewards and great honor from before me.
Therefore, reveal to me the dream and its interpretation.” Again, they answered
and said, “Let the king tell the dream to his servants, and we will reveal the
interpretation.” The king answered and said, “Certainly, I know that you are
buying time because you see that the word from me is firm: if you will not make
known to me the dream, there is one law for you. But you have agreed to speak a
lying and corrupt word before me until the time has changed. Therefore, tell the
dream to me, so that I may know you can reveal its interpretation.” The Chaldeans
answered the king and said, “There is not a human being on the earth that is able
to make known the matter of the king, because no great and mighty king has
requested of any magician, exorcist, or Chaldean a thing like this. For the thing
that the king requests is difficult and there is not another that can make it known
to the king, except the gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh.” Therefore, the
king became angry and greatly furious, and he said to destroy all the wise men of
Babylon.37
The story begins in “the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar” (Dan 2:1).
Nebuchadnezzar, who earlier in his reign had conquered Jerusalem, transported its
temple’s articles to the land of Shinar, and deported its young men of nobility (Dan 1:1–
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3), suffered from nightmares in only his “second year.” For Danna Nolan Fewell, Daniel
2:1 “shows another side of Nebuchadnezzar. The self-confident military aggressor . . . is
a less confident administrator, now that the days of military glory are over.”38 Valeta
concurs: “Even though Jerusalem has been successfully subjugated in the first year, the
king is already having troubling dreams marked with fear and insecurity.”39
The text specifically says that Nebuchadnezzar’s “spirit was disturbed” (ַוִתְּתָפֶּﬠם
 ;רוּחוֹDan 2:1). As Rindge points out, the phrase  ִתְּתָפֶּﬠם רוּחוֹrecalls the experience of
Pharaoh in the Joseph story, who also suffered from dreams, and whose “spirit was
disturbed” ( ;ַוִתָּפֶּﬠם רוּחוֹGen 41:8).40 The opening of the story, therefore, indicates that
Daniel 2 parallels Genesis 41. Yet, Newsom and Breed note that unlike the story in
Genesis 41, which “describes to the reader the content of Pharaoh’s dream as he dreams
it” (Gen 41:1–7), the narrator in Daniel 2 does not disclose the dream here.41 In fact, the
dream will not be revealed to the reader until the very end of the narrative. Considering
his response to the dream, however, one can assume that the dream did not bode well for
Nebuchadnezzar.
The imagery of the fearful Nebuchadnezzar is carried forward into Daniel 2:2,
with Nebuchadnezzar calling for an impressive array of diviners and wise men to aid
him. Among those summoned were “magicians” ()ַח ְרֻטִמּים, who appear elsewhere in the
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Old Testament (OT) only in Egyptian contexts (e.g., Exod 8:15; 9:11), most notably in
the aforementioned Joseph story (Gen 41:8, 24).42 Alongside these Egyptian magicians
were Babylonian “exorcists” ( ;ַאָשִּׁפיםcf. Akkadian āšipu)43 and “sorcerers” ()ְמַכְשִּׁפים, as
well as “Chaldeans” ()ַכְּשִׂדּים, which, according to Newsom and Breed, was an ethnic
designation originally applied to a tribe in southern Babylon, but which later became a
term for Babylonian wise men.44 Thus, the opening two verses depict Nebuchadnezzar as
a disturbed and frightened ruler (see Dan 2:1, 3); but, as Newsom and Breed point out, he
was powerful enough to “command the whole spectrum of mantic experts from all of the
national and ethnic traditions of the empire.”45
In Daniel 2:3, Nebuchadnezzar explains to his court wise men that “my spirit is
disturbed to know the dream.” In the ANE, dreams were highly significant, and were
even understood to contain messages from the gods and to predict the future. A. Leo
Oppenheim, in his seminal work on dreams in the ANE, distinguishes between two types
of dreams: “message” dreams and “symbolic” dreams—the former are dreams that do not
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require interpretation, while the latter do.46 Both types of dreams can be found in the OT;
but, Oppenheim notes that “symbolic” dreams were “reserved for the ‘gentiles,’” and in
Daniel 2 this holds true.47
Nebuchadnezzar specified his desire “to know” ( )ָלַדַﬠתthe dream (Dan 2:3),
which, as Newsom and Breed and Jonathan Stökl point out, is somewhat ambiguous.48
Did Nebuchadnezzar want to know the dream, or know the interpretation and
significance of the dream? The Qal infinitive construct  ָלַדַﬠתcan mean “to know,” but
also “to understand, perceive,”49 thus allowing for either interpretation. It was
commonplace in the ANE for the dreamer to tell what he or she had dreamed to another
person.50 Oppenheim argues that the telling of one’s dream was even therapeutic for the
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dreamer.51 Thus, it would make sense for Nebuchadnezzar to have been seeking out the
meaning of the dream, rather than the contents of the dream itself.
Nebuchadnezzar’s wise men clearly understood his request in this way, and thus,
they responded, “O king, live forever! Tell the dream to your servants and we will reveal
the interpretation” (Dan 2:4). The word translated here as “interpretation” is the Aramaic
word  ;ְפַשׁרCollins notes that this term is derived from the Akkadian word pašāru, which
literally means “to loosen.”52 In the context of dreams, however, Oppenheim explains
that pašāru—and its derived form pišru—can refer to the “reporting” of a dream, as well
as the “interpreting” of a dream.53 In Daniel 2, the primary meaning of  ְפַשׁרis
“interpretation,” which Oppenheim describes as a form of “translating”: “The symbols of
the dream-language are simply ‘translated’ into the symbols of the language spoken by
the dreaming person.”54
It is important to note, though, that by providing an “interpretation” (ְפַשׁר/pišru),
dream interpreters in the ANE were not simply attempting to make the dream
understandable, but also less harmful. According to Oppenheim, the ANE understanding
was that once a dream had been “translated” (i.e., “interpreted”), the dream was no longer
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dangerous to the dreamer.55 Oppenheim lists this as the third meaning of pašāru: “the
dispelling or removing of the evil consequences of such a dream by magic means.”56 This
may help to explain Nebuchadnezzar’s fearful reaction to his dream (Dan 2:1)—for as
long as it remained untold and uninterpreted, it could be potentially dangerous to him.57
The narrator notes that the Chaldeans spoke to the king “in Aramaic” ()ֲאָרִמית. It
is at this point that the language shifts from Hebrew to Aramaic; and the language will
not switch back to Hebrew until the beginning of Daniel 8. Significantly, the first words
in Aramaic are the courtly greeting, “O king, live forever!” ( ;ַמְלָכּא ְלָﬠְלִמין ֱח ִייDan 2:4b).
Valeta convincingly argues that the use of Aramaic here is not simply “a concession to
realism in the report of actual speech”; for if that were the case, one would expect the
Aramaic to begin with Nebuchadnezzar’s initial request (Dan 2:3).58 Rather, SmithChristopher, Valeta, and Portier-Young find this courtly greeting to be an ironic
statement; for by the end of the narrative, it will be clear to the reader that neither
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Nebuchadnezzar, nor any other earthly ruler, will “live forever.”59 Portier-Young
identifies Aramaic as “the scripted language of empire,” and as a language of “deference
and subservience,” which the courtiers used “to reinforce the status quo in hopes of
gaining favor and mercy.”60 This “language of empire,” however, is now used in Daniel 2
“in a creative and sarcastic manner,” according to Valeta.61 Portier-Young explains that
the initial Aramaic phrase, ַמְלָכּא ְלָﬠְלִמין ֱח ִיי, “couches a royal fiction, the pretense that the
king might have eternal life and so claim mastery over time and even death. In this very
chapter Daniel will relativize, even refute, this claim, in the same language.”62
Daniel 2:5–6 clarifies what exactly the king desired from his court wise men.
Earlier, Nebuchadnezzar expressed his desire “to know the dream” (Dan 2:3), which his
courtiers took to mean that he wanted to know the meaning of the dream (Dan 2:4). In
Daniel 2:5–6, however, Nebuchadnezzar explains that he wanted his wise men to “make
known” to him both the dream and its interpretation ( ;ֶחְלָמא וִּפְשֵׁרהּDan 2:5–6).
Oppenheim lists three ways in which mantic experts in the ANE interpreted “symbolic”
dreams: (1) intuition; (2) consultation of “dream-omina”; and (3) consultation of the deity
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(or deities) who sent the dream.63 However, without the contents of the dream itself, wise
men were unable to provide any sort of interpretation. Stökl explains that
Nebuchadnezzar’s request here “is patently unfair to the diviners, as their knowledge and
skill enables them to read divine messages in observed phenomena, not to know what the
phenomena would be in the first place.”64 Both the Chaldeans (Dan 2:10–11) and Daniel
(Dan 2:27) agreed that Nebuchadnezzar’s request was unreasonable.
Not only did Nebuchadnezzar require the impossible, but he also threatened his
wise men with humiliation and death if they failed: “If you will not make known to me
the dream and its interpretation, you will be made pieces and your houses will be made a
dunghill!” (Dan 2:5). Similar threats appear in Daniel 3:29 (;ַהָדִּמין ִיְתֲﬠֵבד וַּב ְיֵתהּ ְנָוִלי ִיְשַׁתֵּוּה
“he shall be made pieces and his house will be made a dunghill”), once again on the lips
of King Nebuchadnezzar, and in Ezra 6:11, by decree of King Darius I of Persia:
“Furthermore I decree that if anyone alters this edict, a beam shall be pulled out of the
house of the perpetrator, who then shall be impaled on it. The house shall be made a
dunghill []וַּב ְיֵתהּ ְנָולוּ ִיְתֲﬠֵבד.” Nebuchadnezzar, though, had power not only to punish, but
also to reward; he promised that if his wise men were successful, they “will receive gifts
and rewards and great honor” (Dan 2:6). Newsom and Breed explain that such “displays
of power”—whether they were destructive or benevolent—served to showcase the
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impressive, yet ruthless, might of imperial rulers in the ANE.65 Similarly, SmithChristopher adds, “We are intended to see in Nebuchadnezzar the arrogance of power:
‘See how I can punish, or reward, at my pleasure!’”66
The response of the wise men in Daniel 2:7 is comical, for it was almost identical
to their initial response in verse 4. This time, however, they politely used a jussive verb
()ֵיאַמר, rather than an imperative ()ֱאַמר, as noted by T. J. Meadowcroft and Newsom and
Breed.67 Their change in language and tone indicates that Nebuchadnezzar’s wise men
realized they were in a bind. Also, the narrator has crafted the story in such a way that not
only were the wise men beginning to suspect that something was not right, but so is the
audience.
Finally, in Daniel 2:8–9, Nebuchadnezzar explains why he required not only an
interpretation of his dream, but also the dream itself. First of all, he accused his court
wise men of “buying time” ()ִﬠָדָּנא ַא ְנתּוּן ָזְב ִנין, and also of waiting “until the time has
changed” ()ַﬠד ִדּי ִﬠָדָּנא ִיְשַׁתֵּנּא, perhaps in reference to the “time” when Nebuchadnezzar
would die and be succeeded by another, as Newsom and Breed suggest.68 Secondly, he
accused them not only of stalling, but also of doing so by attempting to give him a false
or misleading interpretation (“to speak a lying and corrupt word”). Thus,
Nebuchadnezzar was not only disturbed by his dream (Dan 2:1, 3), but was also paranoid
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and suspicious of his advisors, which was why he chose to put them to the test. If
Nebuchadnezzar’s wise men could reveal the contents of his dream, then he would know
that they could also give a trustworthy interpretation (Dan 2:9). Collins compares
Nebuchadnezzar’s behavior to an account concerning the Neo-Assyrian King
Sennacherib, who supposedly “separated [his] diviners into groups in order to obtain a
reliable report without collusion.”69
Although some commentators think that Nebuchadnezzar wanted his wise men to
tell him his dream simply because he had forgotten it,70 verse 9 clearly indicates that his
intention was to test them, because of his lack of trust in them. Newsom and Breed see
within Nebuchadnezzar’s actions an attempt to hold on to power:
Nebuchadnezzar possesses knowledge that the advisers lack: the content of the
dream. But he does not possess the skill to interpret the dream. Thus the advisers
possess a power of expertise that the king lacks. Moreover, the king recognizes
that he cannot judge whether the interpretation the experts render is truthful. . . .
Here Nebuchadnezzar uses the knowledge that he possesses (the content of his
dream), as well as his power as king to punish or reward, to set a test that he
thinks will establish the veracity of the interpreters.71
Fewell suggests that perhaps it was because of “political anxiety” that Nebuchadnezzar
chose to test his advisors, which would make sense if his dream was about “political
insecurity.”72 Indeed, Nebuchadnezzar’s dream and its interpretation (Dan 2:31–45) did
indicate that Nebuchadnezzar’s political control was on shaky ground. Fewell also leaves
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open the possibility that Nebuchadnezzar’s actions were simply “arbitrary and we are
being led to interpret his unreasonable demand as a sign of a dangerous, unpredictable,
even sadistic character.”73
At long last, Nebuchadnezzar’s wise men fully realized what the king was asking
of them. Daniel 2:10–11 records how they tried to show the king the impossibility of the
task he had placed before them. According to the wise men, not only had no other ruler
ever required such a thing (Dan 2:10b), but it was also an impossible thing for “a human
being on the earth” ( )ָלא־ִאיַתי ֱאָנשׁ ַﬠל־ַיֶבְּשָׁתּאto do (Dan 2:10a). Only the “gods” ()ֱאָלִהין
could perform such a task; much to the dismay of the wise men, though, the “dwelling [of
the gods] is not with flesh” (( )ְמָד ְרהוֹן ִﬠם־ִבְּשָׂרא ָלא ִאיתוִֹהיDan 2:11). The wise men’s final
statement foreshadows a pivotal moment in the narrative, when the “God of heaven”
( )ֱאָלהּ ְשַׁמָיּאwould make known to Daniel the “matter of the king” (Dan 2:19, 23).
Some scholars see in the story of Daniel 2 a polemic against the Babylonian wise
men, for they were incapable of revealing and interpreting Nebuchadnezzar’s dream.74
However, the story is not as concerned with emphasizing the incompetence of the wise
men, as it is with emphasizing the inability of the Babylonian gods, as well as the
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ineffectiveness of the Babylonian wisdom traditions, on which the wise men depended.75
As noted previously, the request of the king was unfair to his wise men, precisely because
the imperial training they received was not designed to meet such a task; even Daniel
confirmed the impossibility of the task for human beings (Dan 2:27).
In Daniel 1, the exiles were taught the “literature and language of the Chaldeans,”
and were “educated for three years, so that at the end of that time they could be stationed
in the king’s court” (Dan 1:4–5). Both Daniel 1 and 2 clarify that it was not “on account
of his education in the Chaldean academy,” as C. L. Seow puts it, that Daniel succeeded
in the Babylonian court, but only because of God’s “wisdom and power” (Dan 2:20, 23;
see also Dan 1:17).76 The story in Daniel 2 showcases the inherent flaws in the
Babylonian educational system, which is exemplified in the inability of the Babylonian
wise men. Shane Kirkpatrick even goes so far as comparing Daniel, who was divinely
inspired, to the stone in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, which was cut “not with [human]
hands,” and which crushed the imperial statue (Dan 2:34–35):
[I]n the contest between the foreign diviners and Daniel, success is achieved not
by human ability but by divine favor. . . . Thus Daniel, like the stone, is not
fashioned with human hands—not empowered by the foreign education provided
75
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by the king (Dan 1)—but is instead an agent of the divine, a recipient of God’s
favor, divinely-empowered for God’s purposes (2:21–23).77
Ultimately, Daniel was able to accomplish the impossible task set before him, not
because he was dependent on the “literature and language of the Chaldeans” (Dan 1:4),
nor on the inaccessible Babylonian deities (Dan 2:11), but on the “God of heaven who
reveals mysteries” (Dan 2:28).
This reading is also confirmed in light of the chronological notice at the outset of
Daniel 2: “Now in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar” (Dan 2:1).
Nebuchadnezzar’s training program, which the Judean exiles underwent in Daniel 1,
lasted three years (Dan 1:5). According to Daniel 2:1, the narrative of Daniel 2 took place
in Nebuchadnezzar’s second year. This suggests that the story in Daniel 2 is a sort
of “flashback” in the storyline of Daniel, as proposed by Fewell and Valeta.78 Even
without a formal Chaldean education, Daniel succeeded where his peers failed, because
Nebuchadnezzar’s three-year training program was ultimately bogus, and true “wisdom
and power” resided with the God of the exiles (Dan 2:20). Valeta concludes that the
entire “scenario pokes fun at the empire’s sense of intellectual superiority and selfimportance.”79 While there is definitely a contrast between Daniel and his Babylonian
counterparts, Daniel 2’s harshest critique is reserved for the irrational King
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Nebuchadnezzar, and the Babylonian Empire’s ineffectual religious and wisdom
traditions.
In response to the wise men’s complaints in Daniel 2:10–11, Nebuchadnezzar
“became angry and greatly furious” ()ַמְלָכּא ְבַּנס וְּקַצף ַשִׂגּיא, and in his anger, he commanded
that “all the wise men of Babylon” be killed (Dan 2:12). Michael J. Chan analyzes the use
of “ira regis”—that is, “royal anger”—in the court tales of the OT, noting that a king’s
anger “always either generates or contributes to the atmosphere of suspense, which
pervades the court tales.”80 However, Chan also shows that in some court tales—Daniel 2
and 3, Esther, and the apocryphal Danielic story of “Bel and the Dragon”—this motif of
royal rage “takes on humorous associations.”81 Specifically, Chan argues that in Daniel 2,
“the motif of royal anger is part of a much larger comedic context in which the (foreign)
king and his court become the ‘butt’ of jokes.”82
Chan is not the first scholar to take note of the “comedic context” of Daniel 2.
Concerning Daniel 2, Valeta writes that “many aspects of this dream interpretation story
contribute to the sense that the narrative is funny and subverts the king’s authority.”83 For
Valeta, the entire opening scene of Daniel 2, which centers on the confused conversation
between Nebuchadnezzar and his court wise men (Dan 2:1–12), even has a certain
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“slapstick quality” about it, as the characters go back and forth with each other.84
Likewise, Meadowcroft notes that in this opening scene, “[b]oth parties are talking at
cross purposes.”85 Goldingay too finds that the two parties became “more anxious and
hysterical” as the conversation went on (Dan 2:3–11).86 The comical opening scene
culminates with Nebuchadnezzar losing his temper (Dan 2:12), which, as Chan
convincingly argues, is itself another humorous element in the story: “The king’s anger
and the accompanying actions are inflated to the point of absurdity: after flying into a
rage, the king decides to kill all the ‘wise men of Babylon,’”87 including Daniel and his
companions (Dan 2:13), who had not yet even graduated from divination school. For Paul
L. Redditt, the narrator does not present Nebuchadnezzar as a “golden head”—which was
how his dream depicted him (Dan 2:38)—but as “a self-centered tyrant.”88
Daniel 2:12 brings the opening scene of Daniel 2 to a close. The narrator has set
the stage for the rest of the story, introducing most of the story’s key characters, and
presenting the main conflict of the narrative. An unstable ruler, who was gripped with
fear over his nightmares, demanded the impossible. When his advisors could not do what
he asked, he lost his temper and ordered that they be executed. Far from being šar mīšri
(“king of justice”), which was how both Nebuchadnezzar, and his father Nabopolassar,
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were known in the ANE, this court tale presents King Nebuchadnezzar as “an emotional
basket case,” in the words of Chan.89 With Nebuchadnezzar’s command that all
Babylon’s wise men be executed, the time has now come in the narrative for the
protagonist of the opening story—that is, the Judean exile Daniel—to finally appear on
the scene in Daniel 2:13–16.
Daniel’s Response (Dan 2:13–16)
ְוָדָתא ֶנְפַקת ְוַחִכּיַמָיּא ִמְתַקְטִּלין וְּבעוֹ ָדּ ִנֵיּאל ְוַחְברוִֹהי ְלִהְתְקָטָלה׃
 ַרב־ַטָבַּחָיּא ִדּי ַמְלָכּא ִדּי ְנַפק ְלַקָטָּלה ְלַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶּבל׃óֵבּאַד ִין ָדּ ִנֵיּאל ֲהִתיב ֵﬠָטא וְּטֵﬠם ְלַא ְריוֹ
 ְלָד ִנֵיּאל׃ó ַשִׁלּיָטא ִדי־ַמְלָכּא ַﬠל־ָמה ָדָתא ְמַהְחְצָפה ִמן־ֳקָדם ַמְלָכּא ֱאַד ִין ִמְלָּתא הוַֹדע ַא ְריוֹóָﬠֵנה ְוָאַמר ְלַא ְריוֹ
ְוָד ִנֵיּאל ַﬠל וְּבָﬠה ִמן־ַמְלָכּא ִדּי ְזָמן ִי ְנִתּן־ֵלהּ וִּפְשָׁרא ְלַהֲחָוָיה ְלַמְלָכּא׃
And the law went out, and the wise men were about to be killed. And they sought
Daniel and his companions to kill them. Then Daniel responded with counsel and
judgment to Arioch, chief of the king’s executioners, who had gone out to kill the
wise men of Babylon. And he answered and said to Arioch, the king’s official,
“Why is the law from the king so urgent?” Then Arioch made known the matter
to Daniel. And Daniel went and requested that the king might give him time to
make known the interpretation to the king.90
In this next scene (Dan 2:13–16), the narrator finally introduces Daniel and his
companions. These Judean exiles were notably absent in the opening scene of Daniel 2.
This, however, makes some sense, considering that this story takes place in
Nebuchadnezzar’s “second year” (Dan 2:1), and the exiles were trained and educated for
“three years” (Dan 1:5). Although Daniel and the others had not yet even finished their
training program, they too were unfortunately affected by Nebuchadnezzar’s rash “law”
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(Dan 2:12–13). Moreover, the narrator makes it explicit that “they sought Daniel and his
companions to kill them” ( ; ְוַחברוִֹהי ְלִהְתְקָטָלה וְּבעוֹ ָדּ ִנֵיּאלDan 2:13).
Yet, even in the face of death, “Daniel responded with counsel and judgment”
( ;ָדּ ִנֵיּאל ֲהִתיב ֵﬠָטא וְּטֵﬠםDan 2:14). The word ֵﬠָטא, here translated as “counsel,” derives from
the root יעט, which means “to advise.”91 The second term, “( ְטֵﬠםjudgment”), comes from
the root טעם, which can simply mean “to taste” (see Dan 4:25, 32, and perhaps 5:2), but
also, “to understand, perceive,” and even “to command.”92 In Daniel 2:14, considering its
close proximity to “( ֵﬠָטאcounsel”), it is best to translate  ְטֵﬠםas “understanding” or
“judgment.”93 Yet as Newsom and Breed note, “[t]he euphony of the elegant phrase [ֵﬠָטא
 ]וְּטֵﬠםdefies translation.”94 Whatever the expression’s precise meaning, it clearly contrasts
the character of Daniel with the character of Nebuchadnezzar. While in Daniel 2:12, the
narrator characterizes Nebuchadnezzar by his anger and great fury ()ְבַּנס וְּקַצף ַשִׂגּיא, in
Daniel 2:14, Daniel responded to Nebuchadnezzar’s rash and irrational decree with
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“counsel and judgment” ()ֵﬠָטא וְּטֵﬠם. Daniel was, as the saying goes, “cool, calm, and
collected,” while Nebuchadnezzar was anything but.
The narrator explains that Daniel went directly to “Arioch, chief of the king’s
executioners, who had gone out to kill the wise men of Babylon” (Dan 2:14). When
Daniel asked Arioch, “Why is the law from the king so urgent?”, Arioch was quick to
explain the situation to him (Dan 2:15). Daniel’s “counsel and judgment” (Dan 2:14) had
an immediate positive effect on the situation, as it stalled the “butchering”95 action of
Arioch. Arioch’s willingness to lay down his arms and to converse with Daniel is, in
Valeta’s opinion, another humorous element of the story, for Arioch “is clearly depicted
as being on Daniel’s side, not the king’s.”96 Fewell too notes that Arioch “seems not
overly eager to fulfill his task.”97 In this way, Arioch, “chief of the king’s executioners,”
parallels the “chief of the eunuchs” in Daniel 1, with whom God had given Daniel favor
(Dan 1:9), as well as the guard set over the exiles (Dan 1:11), who agreed to the test
proposed by Daniel (Dan 1:14). According to Valeta, these characters are “collaborators
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with the king’s prisoners,” who “undermine the king’s wishes by their connivance with
the exiles,” and thus, “destabilize” the Babylonian Empire.98
Unlike Daniel 2:14, which describes Daniel’s “counsel and judgment” in
approaching Arioch, Daniel 2:16 simply states that “Daniel went and requested that the
king might give him time to make known the interpretation to the king.” Seow compares
Daniel’s actions here with those of Esther:
[Daniel] dares to go before the king without being summoned. Such an act would
no doubt have constituted a violation of palace protocol and would likely have
been a capital offence (see Esth. 4:11). . . . Esther, another Jew living under the
rule of foreigners, likewise risked her life by appearing before the Persian king
without being summoned and, in doing so, eventually saved many lives. So, too,
Daniel’s life-risking action would preserve lives (Dan. 2:18).99
Daniel, the brave Jew, marched boldly into the court of King Nebuchadnezzar,
demanding an audience, and asked for more time to accomplish the impossible task posed
by the king. Daniel seemingly “broke the rules” of the king’s court100 not only to save
the lives of himself and his companions, but also the lives of the Babylonian wise men. In
this regard, Daniel was somewhat unlike Esther, which is a contrast that Jin Yang Kim
draws attention to: while both Esther and Daniel saved lives, Daniel saved the lives of
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both Jews and non-Jews.101 In the Esther story, even after the salvation of the Jewish
people, “violent confrontation ensues,” for the Jews ultimately “destroy their enemies.”102
Kirkpatrick notes Daniel’s “gracious benevolence” on display in Daniel 2,103 which also
adds to the sharp contrast between Daniel’s character and that of King Nebuchadnezzar.
The king’s benevolence was something of a false benevolence: yes, he was able to
provide great rewards and gifts (Dan 2:6), but he could just as easily destroy (Dan 2:5),
which is ultimately what he attempted to do (Dan 2:12). While Nebuchadnezzar was
quick to kill, Daniel was quick to risk his life for his fellow wise men.
Specifically, Daniel “requested that the king might give him time [ ]ְזָמןto make
known the interpretation to the king” (Dan 2:16). Earlier in the story (Dan 2:8–9),
Nebuchadnezzar accused his court wise men of “buying time []ִﬠָדָּנא,” of stalling until “the
time [ ]ִﬠָדָּנאhas changed,” and even of “agreeing” or “conspiring” together ( )ִהְזְדִּמ ְנתּוּןto
speak lies to him. As Goldingay and D. Schwiderski note, the root of the latter verbal
form is זמן, which is used nominally in Daniel 2:16 and elsewhere, meaning “time.”104
Although Nebuchadnezzar refused to grant “time” ( )ִﬠָדּןto his court wise men, he
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apparently chose to grant “time” ( )ְזָמןto Daniel.105 R. Glenn Wooden argues that at this
point in the narrative the reader should “read between the lines,” and recognize that
Daniel was granted “time” only because of “divine intervention” (cf. Dan 1:9).106 It is
seemingly only because God was on the side of this Jewish exile that he could find such
success in the court of the king.
With time surprisingly granted to Daniel, this short scene comes to a close. Daniel
successfully stopped the executioners in their tracks, due to his “counsel and judgment”
(Dan 2:14). With the help of Arioch, a trusted official of the king, Daniel was able to
temporarily halt the execution of Babylon’s wise men altogether, by volunteering to
“make known the interpretation to the king” (Dan 2:16). The next section of this chapter
will analyze Daniel 2:17–23, in which the narrator tells of how Daniel was able to
accomplish the impossible task of the king.
Daniel 2:17–23
ֱאַד ִין ָדּ ִנֵיּאל ְלַב ְיֵתהּ ֲאַזל ְוַלֲחַנ ְנָיה ִמיָשֵׁאל ַוֲﬠַז ְרָיה ַחְברוִֹהי ִמְלָּתא הוַֹדע׃ ְוַרֲחִמין ְלִמְבֵﬠא ִמן־ֳקָדם ֱאָלהּ ְשַׁמָיּא ַﬠל־
ָרָזא ְדָּנה ִדּי ָלא ְיהוְֹבדוּן ָדּ ִנֵיּאל ְוַחְברוִֹהי ִﬠם־ְשָׁאר ַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶבל׃ ֱאַד ִין ְלָד ִנֵיּאל ְבֶּחְזָוא ִדי־ֵליְלָיא ָרָזא ְגִלי ֱאַד ִין
 ִמן־ָﬠְלָמא ְוַﬠד־ָﬠְלָמא ִדּי ׇחְכְמָתאó ֶלֱאָלהּ ְשַׁמָיּא׃ ָﬠֵנה ָד ִנֵיּאל ְוָאַמר ֶלֱהֵוא ְשֵׁמהּ ִדּי־ֱאָלָהא ְמָבַרóָדּ ִנֵיּאל ָבּ ִר
וְּגבוּ ְרָתא ִדּי ֵלהּ־ִהיא׃ ְוהוּא ְמַהְשֵׁנא ִﬠָדַּנָיּא ְוִזְמַנָיּא ְמַהְﬠֵדּה ַמְלִכין וְּמָהֵקים ַמְלִכין ָיֵהב ׇחְכְמָתא ְלַחִכּיִמין וַּמ ְנְדָּﬠא
 ֱאָלהּ ֲאָבָהִתיóְלָיְדֵﬠי ִביָנה׃ הוּא ָגֵּלא ַﬠִמּיָקָתא וְּמַסְתָּרָתא ָיַדע ָמה ַבֲחשׁוָֹכא ונהירא ]וּ ְנהוָֹרא[ ִﬠֵמּהּ ְשֵׁרא׃ ָל
 ִדּי־ִמַלּת ַמְלָכּא הוַֹדְﬠֶתָּנא׃óְמהוֵֹדא וְּמַשַׁבּח ֲאָנה ִדּי ׇחְכְמָתא וְּגבוּ ְרָתא ְיַהְבְתּ ִלי וְּכַﬠן הוַֹדְﬠַתּ ִני ִדּי־ְבֵﬠיָנא ִמָנּ
Then Daniel went to his house. And he made known the matter to Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah, and he told them to seek mercy from the God of heaven
concerning this mystery, that Daniel and his friends might not perish with the rest
of the wise men of Babylon. Then, in the vision of the night, the mystery was
105
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revealed to Daniel. Then Daniel blessed the God of heaven. Daniel answered and
said, “May the name of God be blessed from forever and until forever, for
wisdom and power are His. He changes times and turns, removing kings and
establishing kings, giving wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have
understanding. He reveals deep and hidden things; He knows what is in the
darkness and the light dwells with Him. To You, O God of my fathers, I give
thanks and praise, for wisdom and power You have given to me. And now You
have made known to me what we sought from You, for You have made known to
us the matter of the king.”107
In Daniel 2:17, the setting shifts from the court of the powerful king (Dan 2:1–16)
to the private quarters of Daniel and his fellow Judean exiles. This change in setting is
significant. Valeta contrasts the two primary settings of Daniel 2—that is, the king’s
court (Dan 2:1–16, 24–49) and the home of Daniel (Dan 2:17–23)—and shows how
Daniel 2, along with the other Daniel stories, “subverts the power of the court directly or
indirectly.”108 Valeta continues, “The private dream life of the king and his subsequent
fury expressed in the court against his inept advisors in Dan 2 is destabilized through a
prayer meeting in Daniel’s quarters.”109 P. M. Venter reaches a similar conclusion, when
he writes that in the king’s court, “everything is directed by the king. He decides on what
should happen and he brings about the crisis when his demands are not met. . . . But the
king, with all his power, is unable to enforce the divine revelation he is looking for.”110
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Thus, the story of Daniel 2, via the change of setting, indicates that real power does not
reside in the court of the king, but in the quarters of prisoners, exiles, and slaves.
In his own home, Daniel conversed with his companions, whom the narrator
identifies not by their Babylonian names, which were given to them earlier in the story
(Dan 1:7), but by their Hebrew ones. Portier-Young explains that each of the exiles’
Hebrew names “bears a theophoric element, and makes a confession of faith: God is my
judge; Yah is gracious; [the one] who belongs to God; Yah helps.”111 In contrast, their
new Babylonian names potentially contain references to Babylonian deities, as both
Valeta and Portier-Young note.112 The narrator primarily uses the Babylonian names of
Daniel’s companions when the setting of the story is courtly (e.g., Dan 2:49; 3:12). When
by themselves, however—that is, “away from the ‘king’s ear,’” to borrow a phrase from
Smith-Christopher113—the narrator refers to the exiles by their Hebrew names. Han
recognizes the significance of both the exiles’ changed names in Daniel 1, and the
narrator’s use of their Hebrew names here:
[T]he change of name by the colonial power is an invasive measure geared toward
the obliteration of the traditional culture of the subjugated peoples. The change of
the three youths’ names marks them as the citizens of the empire, and their
111
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original identity is placed at perilous risk. . . . [But] no colonial measure is able to
corrupt Daniel and his friends. The change of the names does not transform
Daniel and his friends into docile agents of the empire. . . . In their promotion to
the imperial service, they are Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (2:49; 3:30), but
as Daniel’s partners of prayer, they are again Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah
(2:17).114
Also, by using their Hebrew names, the narrator calls attention not only to the exiles’
Hebrew identity, but also to the “God of [their] fathers” (Dan 2:23), who is the only God
capable of providing mercy and revealing the king’s dream (Dan 2:18, 23).
Daniel called on his companions “to seek [ ]ְלִמְבֵﬠאmercy from the God of heaven”
(Dan 2:18). The verb  ְבָﬠהappeared earlier in the narrative, when the executioners
“sought” ( )ְבעוֹDaniel and his companions to put them to death (Dan 2:13). In response,
Daniel went to the king, and “requested” or “sought” ( )ְבָﬠהtime from the king (Dan
2:16). Finally, however, Daniel and his companions appealed to a much higher power
than King Nebuchadnezzar for deliverance: the God of heaven, from whom they “seek”
(“ )ְלִמְבֵﬠאmercy” (Dan 2:18; see also Dan 2:23).115
In Daniel 2:19, the narrator explains that “in the vision of the night, the mystery
was revealed to Daniel.” This “prayer meeting,” as Valeta calls it, in the private quarters
of the Judean exiles was ultimately successful.116 Yet, even at this point, which, as Fewell
explains, “is a prime opportunity to present the content of the dream . . . the narrator
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refrains from disclosure.”117 Thus, as Newsom and Breed put it, the audience’s
knowledge of the dream “is teasingly deferred.”118
In response to the revealed mystery, “Daniel blessed the God of heaven” (Dan
2:19). According to Smith-Christopher and Newsom and Breed, the title “( ֱאָלהּ ְשַׁמָיּאGod
of heaven”; Dan 2:17, 19, 37, 44) was used primarily in the Persian Period (539–333
BCE; see also, e.g., Ezra 5:11, 12; 6:9).119 Collins also explains that it “was the title by
which the Persians recognized the God of Israel (thus Cyrus’s decree, Ezra 1:2).”120 Thus,
it is likely that the title originated in an imperial context. Within the narrative context of
Daniel 2, the title “God of heaven” calls to mind the statement of the Babylonian wise
men earlier: “There is not a human being on the earth [emphasis added] that is able to
make known the matter of the king . . . and there is not another that can make it known to
the king, except the gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh [emphasis added]” (Dan 2:10–
11). The wise men were correct when they asserted that no one “on the earth” ()ַﬠל־ַיֶבְּשָׁתּא
could perform the king’s impossible task. They were mistaken, however, about the
inaccessibility of “the gods,” for the “God in heaven” ( ;ֱאָלהּ ִבְּשַׁמָיּאDan 2:28) does reveal
mysteries to His servants—that is, the Judean exiles (Dan 2:19, 23).
Daniel’s doxology in Daniel 2:20–23 stands out from the rest of the narrative,
because of its poetic nature, and as G. T. M. Prinsloo argues, “It catches attention and
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prepares the reader for something out of the ordinary.”121 Valeta explains that the
doxology “slows down time” within the narrative, and as a result, “focuses the reader on
God’s goodness, wisdom, and power in contrast to the cruelty, foolishness, and false
power of the king.”122 Yet, although the doxology is distinct in form from the rest of the
narrative, it still fits very well into the story. Goldingay finds that it prepares the audience
for the contents (and meaning) of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, but it does so “without
revealing it as a whole at this point.”123 According to Newsom and Breed, the doxology
accomplishes this by dropping a number of important “hints” about the dream.124
The doxology begins, “May the name of God be blessed from forever and until
forever, for wisdom and power are His” (Dan 2:20). Daniel’s declaration that God’s
name should be blessed “from forever and until forever” ( )ִמן־ָﬠְלָמא ְוַﬠד־ָﬠְלָמאrecalls the
first Aramaic words of the story, spoken by the court wise men: “O king, live forever!”
( ;ַמְלָכּא ְלָﬠְלִמין ֱח ִייDan 2:4). Seow calls attention to these competing claims to eternal life:
“Whereas the Chaldeans bid the king to ‘live forever’ (v. 4), Daniel’s hymn blesses the
name of God ‘forever and ever’ (v. 20a).”125 Furthermore, the next verse claims that
“[God] changes times and turns” ()ְמַהְשֵׁנא ִﬠָדַּנָיּא ְוִזְמַנָיּא ְוהוּא, using both of the words for
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“time” that have already shown up earlier in the narrative: ( ִﬠָדּןDan 2:8–9) and ( ְזָמןDan
2:16). Despite the wise men’s courtly greeting in Daniel 2:4, “Nebuchadnezzar’s
kingship can hardly be an eternal one! He has no control over time, much less eternity,”
as Seow points out.126 If one pays attention to his earlier accusations, one recognizes
Nebuchadnezzar’s strange paranoia over time, for he accused his advisors of “buying
time” and of waiting “until the time has changed” (Dan 2:8–9). Clearly, Nebuchadnezzar
had no power over time,127 for it is God who controls time—both  ִﬠָדּןand ( ְזָמןDan 2:21).
The reason why Daniel “blessed God” was because “wisdom and power are His”
( ;ׇחְכְמָתא וְּגבוּ ְרָתא ִדּי ֵלהּ־ִהיאDan 2:20). As Collins points out, this language is strikingly
similar to Job 12:13: “With [God] are wisdom and power” ()ִﬠמּוֹ ָחְכָמה וְּגבוָּרה.128 The two
attributes of God explicitly mentioned in both Daniel 2:20 and Job 12:13 are ָחְכָמה
(“wisdom”) and “( ְגבוָּרהpower”). These two terms appear again in the closing lines of
Daniel’s doxology: “To You, O God of my fathers, I give thanks and praise, for wisdom
[ ]ׇחְכְמָתאand power [ ]ְגבוּ ְרָתאYou have given to me” (Dan 2:23). The repetition of
“wisdom” and “power” at the end of the doxology creates an inclusio around the entire
song, and indicates that “wisdom” and “power” are two prominent themes of the
doxology.
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According to Daniel, God’s “power” can be seen not only in His ability to control
time, but also in His “removing kings and establishing kings” (;ְמַהְﬠֵדּה ַמְלִכין וְּמָהֵקים ַמְלִכין
Dan 2:21). Smith-Christopher finds that at this point in the doxology, “the politicization
of Daniel’s prayer is made clearer.”129 Smith-Christopher even goes so far as calling this
doxology a “hymn of political protest.”130 Indeed, the language of “removing” and
“establishing” kings is politically potent. The changing of “times and turns” is in parallel
with the “removing” and “establishing” of kings and their kingdoms; and, the doxology
presents both of them as divine attributes. Kim finds that the inclusion of these themes in
the doxology prepares the reader for “Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s
dream[, which] concerns the coming of future kingdoms . . . and also the elevating of
God’s own kingdom.”131 Daniel 2:44 even twice uses the verbal root “( קוםto rise” or “to
stand”), like Daniel 2:21 ()ְמָהֵקים, specifically in relation to political rule: God will
“establish” ( ; ְיִקיםHaphel of  )קוםa kingdom, and this kingdom will always “stand” ()ְתּקוּם.
Daniel, who had received divine revelation about Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (Dan 2:19),
recognized that God would continue “removing” and “establishing” many kings and
kingdoms, as He also persisted in changing “times and turns” (Dan 2:21).
While the first half of Daniel 2:21 deals primarily with God’s “power,” the second
half of the verse, as well as the next verse, deals specifically with God’s “wisdom.”
Daniel praised God for “giving wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have
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understanding” (Dan 2:21b). Because “wisdom” belongs to God, He can “give” ( )ָיֵהבit to
others. Ironically, it is to “the wise” ( )ַחִכּיִמיןthat God gives “wisdom,” which seems to
indicate that “the wise men of Babylon” ( ;ַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶּבלDan 2:12, 14, 18, 24, 48) actually
were not “wise,” for they did not have this divinely granted “wisdom” (Dan 2:10–11).
Daniel 2:22 continues the exposition of God’s wisdom: “He reveals deep and
hidden things; He knows what is in the darkness and the light dwells with Him.” Once
again, the language of the doxology recalls the language of Job, as pointed out by
Collins: “He reveals the deep from the darkness, and brings deep darkness to light” (ְמַגֶלּה
 ַו ֹיֵּצא ָלאוֹר ַצְלָמֶותó ;ֲﬠֻמקוֹת ִמ ִנּי־ֹחֶשׁJob 12:22).132 The doxology declares that God “reveals
deep and hidden things” ( ;ָגֵּלא ַﬠִמּיָקָתא וְּמַסְתָּרָתאDan 2:22a). The verbal root “( גלאto
reveal”) is important to the overall storyline of Daniel 2, for within the narrative context,
it is only God who “reveals” ( ;ְגָלאDan 2:19; 22; 28, 29, 30, 47).133 Furthermore, God
“knows what is in the darkness and the light dwells with Him” (Dan 2:22b). As SmithChristopher notes, the “light” ( ) ְנהוָֹראthat dwells with God is contrasted with the
“darkness” ()ֲחשׁוָֹכא.134 Yet, although “light” and “darkness” are opposed to one another,
God has power over both.
Finally, in verse 23, the doxology comes to a close. As stated earlier, Daniel gave
“thanks and praise” to God, because God gave to Daniel “wisdom and power” (Dan
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2:23). These two attributes mentioned in Daniel 2:23 are the same ones attributed to God
at the beginning of the doxology (Dan 2:20). According to Smith-Christopher, “This
inclusio suggests that God, the greatest power, ‘deputizes’ Daniel and his
companions.”135 Seow concurs: “The doxology implies that God’s wisdom and power
will be mediated through human agents, even through those who are lowly and
powerless.”136
In the context of this court tale, one would expect the protagonist to have
“wisdom” ()ָחְכָמה, for the heroes of such court tales always succeed through wisdom and
cleverness. “Power” ()ְגבוָּרה, on the other hand, is less expected, for as Smith-Christopher
explains, the term is primarily used in the OT in reference to military power (e.g., Ps
66:7; Jer 10:6).137 This indicates that the “power” God gave to Daniel was not simply
“intellectual strength,” as Fewell suggests,138 but was “power” to stand firm in the face of
great opposition. The portrait of Daniel that emerges from this doxology, then, is not
simply that of a wise courtier, but of a “wisdom warrior,” as Smith-Christopher puts it so
well.139 Daniel, though, was not armed with weapons, but with wisdom and divine
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revelation. Portier-Young concludes, “Wisdom and knowledge, not weapons, are the
strength of the faithful in the book of Daniel.”140
Yet, this does not mean Daniel’s “power” was any less potent. As discussed in
chapter 1, it is commonplace for many to associate resistance with violence, and to
discount forms of resistance that do not resort to or promote violence. This, however, is a
misguided conclusion. Daniel 2 shows how divinely empowered individuals, like Daniel,
are even more powerful than imperial forces. Susan F. Matthews argues that in the Daniel
stories, “[t]he wisdom and piety of Daniel and his companions are shown to be a mighty
political weapon,” which provides “a convincing alternative to armed rebellion.”141
Similarly, Seow draws a comparison between Moses, whom God “enabled . . . to
confront Pharaoh’s awesome power” earlier in Israel’s history, and Daniel, “who is to
confront yet another powerful and oppressive ruler in history.”142
The doxology of Daniel (Dan 2:20–23), which stands at the very center of the
narrative, as both Prinsloo and Kim draw attention to,143 is the crucial turning point of the
narrative. W. Sibley Towner notes that the doxology “divides” the story in half, creating
a bridge between the account of the court wise men’s failure and the description of
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Daniel’s success.144 Daniel’s doxology also focuses the reader’s attention on the
incomparable attributes of the God of the exiles. Thus, the first half of Daniel 2 comes to
an end. Now, with the “the matter of the king” revealed to the Jewish exiles (Dan 2:23),
Daniel was prepared to enter the king’s court and interpret the king’s dream.
Conclusion
This chapter examined some introductory matters of importance to the study of
Daniel 2—namely, the dating, authorship, and audience of the Daniel stories (Dan 1–6).
This author, then, provided a brief summary of Daniel 1—for this opening story
introduces the main characters of the entire work and sets the stage nicely for the story in
Daniel 2. The exegetical portions of this chapter focused on the first half of Daniel 2,
which was split up into two main sections: Daniel 2:1–16, which was further divided into
two smaller sections (Dan 2:1–12 and Dan 2:13–16), and Daniel 2:17–23.
The opening scene (Dan 2:1–12) paints King Nebuchadnezzar as an unstable
ruler, who not only suffered from nightmares, but was paranoid of his closest advisors, as
well as prone to making rash decrees. Although the court wise men were understandably
unable to accomplish the king’s impossible task, the opening scene still depicts them as
comical and dull. The two scenes in which Daniel plays a prominent role (Dan 2:13–16;
Dan 2:17–23) portray this Jewish exile as a man of wisdom and sound judgment. His
character clearly contrasts with both King Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonian wise men.
Through characterization, humor, contrast, wordplay, and setting, the story of Daniel 2,
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thus far, has subverted and resisted the power of the king, and has shown that true power
resides with the God of the exiles, which He graciously bestows on His people. At this
point in the narrative, though, the reader still does not know the dream of the king, nor its
interpretation. Daniel’s telling and interpreting of Nebuchadnezzar’s bizarre dream,
which constitutes the bulk of the final half of Daniel 2, will be the focus of the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 3
AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF DANIEL 2:24–49

Introduction
The previous chapter provided an exegetical analysis of the first half of Daniel 2
(Dan 2:1–23), which introduces the main conflict of the story, as well as the major
characters. In this chapter, the author will conduct an exegetical analysis of Daniel 2:24–
49, once again giving special attention to themes in the narrative specifically related to
the story’s political stance. In the second half of Daniel 2, the narrator brings the
narrative to its climax by finally describing the dream and its interpretation in detail (Dan
2:30–45). In the end, the conflict that was introduced in the opening scene (Dan 2:1–12)
finds its resolution in the closing scene (Dan 2:46–49). Daniel 2:24–49 can be divided
into three main sections: Daniel’s return to the king’s court (Dan 2:24–30);
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream and its interpretation (Dan 2:31–45); and Nebuchadnezzar’s
response (Dan 2:46–49). Because of the length of the middle section, the following
exegetical analysis will divide it into two subsections (Dan 2:31–35 and Dan 2:36–45).
Daniel 2:24–30
 ִדּי ַמ ִנּי ַמְלָכּא ְלהוָֹבָדה ְלַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶבל ֲאַזל ְוֵכן ֲאַמר־ֵלהּ ְלַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶבל ַאל־ְתּהוֵֹבדsׇכּל־ֳקֵבל ְדָּנה ָדּ ִנֵיּאל ַﬠל ַﬠל־ַא ְריוֹ
 ְבִּהְתְבָּהָלה ַה ְנֵﬠל ְלָד ִנֵיּאל ֳקָדם ַמְלָכּא ְוֵכן ֲאַמר־ֵלהּ ִדּי־sַהֵﬠְל ִני ֳקָדם ַמְלָכּא וִּפְשָׁרא ְלַמְלָכּא ֲאַחֵוּא׃ ֱאַד ִין ַא ְריוֹ
ַהְשַׁכַּחת ְגַּבר ִמן־ְבֵּני ָגלוָּתא ִדּי ְיהוּד ִדּי ִפְשָׁרא ְלַמְלָכּא ְיהוַֹדע׃ ָﬠֵנה ַמְלָכּא ְוָאַמר ְלָד ִנֵיּאל ִדּי ְשֵׁמהּ ֵבְּלְטַשׁאַצּר
[ ָכֵּהל ְלהוָֹדֻﬠַת ִני ֶחְלָמא ִדי־ֲחֵזית וִּפְשֵׁרהּ׃ ָﬠֵנה ָד ִנֵיּאל ֳקָדם ַמְלָכּא ְוָאַמר ָרָזה ִדּי־ַמְלָכּא ָשֵׁאל ָלאsהאיתיך ]ַהִאיָת
ַחִכּיִמין ָאְשִׁפין ַח ְרֻטִמּין ָגְּז ִרין ָיְכִלין ְלַהֲחָוָיה ְלַמְלָכּא׃ ְבַּרם ִאיַתי ֱאָלהּ ִבְּשַׁמָיּא ָגֵּלא ָרִזין ְוהוַֹדע ְלַמְלָכּא ְנֽבוַּכְדֶנַצּ
s ַﬠל־ִמְשְׁכָּבs ְדָּנה הוּא׃ אנתה ]ַא ְנְתּ[ ַמְלָכּא ַרְﬠיוָֹנs ַﬠל־ִמְשְׁכָּבs ְוֶחְזֵוי ֵראָשׁsָמה ִדּי ֶלֱהֵוא ְבַּאֲח ִרית יוַֹמָיּא ֶחְלָמ
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 ָמה־ִדי ֶלֱהֵוא׃ ַוֲאָנה ָלא ְבָחְכָמה ִֽדּי־ִאיַתי ִבּי ִמן־ָכּל־ַחַיָּיּא ָרָזא ְדָנהsְסִלקוּ ָמה ִדּי ֶלֱהֵוא ַאֲחֵרי ְדָנה ְוָגֵלא ָרַזָיּא הוְֹדָﬠ
 ִתּ ְנַדּע׃sֱגִּלי ִלי ָלֵהן ַﬠל־ִדְּבַרת ִדּי ִפְשָׁרא ְלַמְלָכּא ְיהוְֹדעוּן ְוַרְﬠיוֵֹני ִלְבָב
Therefore, Daniel went to Arioch, whom the king had appointed to destroy the
wise men of Babylon. He went and said thus to him, “Do not destroy the wise
men of Babylon. Bring me before the king and I will reveal the interpretation to
the king.” Then Arioch quickly brought Daniel before the king and said thus to
him, “I have found a man from the sons of the exile of Judah, who will make
known the interpretation to the king.” The king answered and said to Daniel,
whose name was Belteshazzar, “Are you able to make known to me the dream
that I saw and its interpretation?” Daniel answered before the king and said, “The
mystery about which the king asks—wise men, exorcists, magicians, and diviners
are unable to reveal it to the king. But there is a God in heaven, who reveals
mysteries, and He has made known to King Nebuchadnezzar what will be in the
end of the days. Your dream and the visions of your head as you lay on your bed
were these: O king, as you lay on your bed, your thoughts came up concerning
what will be after this, and the One who reveals mysteries made known to you
what will be. But it is not because I have wisdom in me that is greater than all the
living that this mystery was revealed to me, but so that we might make known the
interpretation to the king, and that you might understand the thoughts of your
heart.”1
This section opens with Daniel returning to Arioch and explaining that the wise
men of Babylon do not need to die, for Daniel “will reveal the interpretation to the king”
(Dan 2:24). Once again, Arioch’s role in the story is that of an intermediary, a transitional
character. Arioch “quickly brought Daniel before the king” and introduced him, saying,
“I have found a man from the sons of the exile of Judah, who will make known the
interpretation to the king” (Dan 2:25). For many readers of the story thus far, this
reintroduction of Daniel to the king may seem a bit odd. Earlier in the narrative, Daniel
himself barged into the court of the king and demanded an audience with him (Dan 2:16).
Arioch also described Daniel not as one of Nebuchadnezzar’s wise men (see Dan 2:13),
but simply as someone “from the sons of the exile of Judah” ( ;ִמן־ְבֵּני ָגלוָּתא ִדּי ְיהוּדDan
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2:25). Davies notes this peculiarity: “Daniel is presented both as one of the king’s wise
men (thus presupposing the data supplied by ch. 1) and as a Jewish captive unknown to
the king.”2 This strange reintroduction of Daniel to the king has led some scholars,
therefore, to posit an original form of the story in Daniel 2 that did not include verses 13–
23.3 Such proposals, however, are inherently hypothetical, because no form of Daniel 2
exists without these verses.
Also, the reintroduction of Daniel to the king actually serves a number of
purposes within the narrative. First and foremost, it adds to the depiction of Arioch as a
character. Arioch’s “quick” response, once again, indicates his unwillingness to follow
through in his task of destroying the Babylonian wise men (see Dan 2:14–15). Norman
W. Porteous puts it well: “Arioch snatches at the chance to escape from his disagreeable
duty and loses no time in introducing Daniel into the king’s presence.”4 Not only does the
story present Arioch as a poor executioner, but also as one eager to claim some credit for
himself in having “found” someone to help the king (Dan 2:25), according to Baldwin,
Fewell, and Valeta.5 Fewell, though, notes that “if reward is what he seeks he is to be
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disappointed. The king immediately turns his attention to Daniel and Arioch is not
mentioned again.”6
Secondly, Arioch’s introduction of Daniel to the king also makes a subtle
connection between the unique character of Daniel and the unique God whom he serves.
The verbal root “( גלאto reveal, uncover”) is used throughout the story of Daniel 2 to
describe the unique “revelatory” action of the “God of heaven” (Dan 2:22, 28, 29, 47).
When in the haphel conjugation, however, this verb means “to deport,” from which the
nominal form “( ָגּלוּexile”; Dan 2:25) is ultimately derived.7 Meadowcroft explains that
due to the description of Daniel as an “exile” ( ;ָגלוָּתאDan 2:25), “[a] verbal link is thereby
made between God the revealer [ ]גלאand Daniel the exile []גלו, through whom God is
able to reveal.”8 Another wordplay may be at work in Arioch’s description of Daniel as
one from “Judah” () ְיהוּד, who was able to “make known” ( ) ְיהוַֹדעto the king the
interpretation of his dream, utilizing two words ( ְיהוּדand  ) ְיהוַֹדעsimilar in sound.
Lastly, although the two meetings with the king—the second of which seems to
indicate that Nebuchadnezzar did not already know Daniel (Dan 2:25–26)—may strike
modern readers as unusual or even contradictory, this need not have been the case for
ancient audiences. Adele Berlin, in her seminal work on biblical narrative, notes that even
“inconsistencies” and “retellings” in a story “can be viewed as part of a literary technique
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and are not necessarily signs of different sources.”9 For these reasons, the author of this
thesis concludes, with Valeta, that “the view that this pericope is original to the chapter is
plausible.”10
In Daniel 2:26, the narrator explains that Daniel was also called Belteshazzar,
which creates a link between this story and a number of the other tales in Daniel 1–6 (see
Dan 1:7; 4:8, 9, 18, 19; 5:12). The use of the name here not only connects this story to the
other tales, but it also indicates a shift in the story’s point of view. Proper names and
other locutions used for characters can, according to Berlin and Fewell, indicate whose
point of view is being presented.11 In the second half of the narrative (Dan 2:24–49),
which is set, once again, in the king’s court (see also Dan 2:1–12), the narrator tells the
story from King Nebuchadnezzar’s point of view, as Fewell explains.12 To
Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel was simply one of the “exiles of Judah” (Dan 2:25), whom he
had renamed with a Babylonian name honoring his own god (Dan 2:26; see Dan 1:7). For
Sharon Pace, the Babylonian name “accentuates Daniel’s subservient status, yet it is this
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same exile who will soon undermine Babylonian pretensions by announcing God’s
judgment against the kingdom” (Dan 2:44–45).13
King Nebuchadnezzar unbelievingly asked Daniel, “Are you able to make known
to me the dream that I saw and its interpretation?” (Dan 2:26). In response, Daniel
confirmed the earlier protest of the court wise men, when they declared, “There is not a
human being on the earth that is able to make known the matter of the king” (Dan 2:10).
According to Daniel here, “The mystery about which the king asks—wise men, exorcists,
magicians, and diviners are unable to reveal it to the king” (Dan 2:27). Daniel’s response
highlights, once again, the impossibility of the king’s request. Where Daniel differed
from his Babylonian counterparts, however, was that he did not lament with them that the
gods were too remote to be of any help in solving this mystery (Dan 2:11). Rather, Daniel
explains to the king that “there is a God in heaven, who reveals mysteries, and He has
made known to King Nebuchadnezzar what will be in the end of the days” (Dan 2:28).
The phrase “in the end of the days” ( ;ְבַּאֲח ִרית יוַֹמָיּאDan 2:28) is an important one
for the interpretation of Daniel 2. At first glance, the phrase carries “some finality,” as
Meadowcroft puts it.14 Indeed, it is commonplace to interpret the phrase eschatologically.
As Collins notes, the related Hebrew phrase  ְבַּאֲח ִרית ַהָיִּמיםis used throughout the OT (Gen
49:1; Num 24:14; Deut 4:30; 31:29; Isa 2:2; Jer 23:20; 30:24; 48:47; 49:39; Ezek 38:16;
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Dan 10:14; Hos 3:5; Mic 4:1); but, only in some of these instances (Isa 2:2; Ezek 38:16;
Hos 3:5; Mic 4:1) does it have “a more specifically eschatological meaning.”15 Both
Goldingay and Seow point out that  ְבַּאֲח ִרית יוַֹמָיּאcan simply mean “in the future.”16 Also,
the related Akkadian phrases ana aḫrât ūmī and ina aḫrât ūmī always simply mean “in
the future.”17 When  ְבַּאֲח ִרית יוַֹמָיּאin Daniel 2:28 is considered together with Daniel’s later
comments that the dream concerned what would take place simply “after this” (;ַאֲחֵרי ְדָנה
Dan 2:29, 45),18 it may indicate that the dream was not eschatological in nature, but
simply concerned the future. Meadowcroft concludes that Daniel 2 is ambiguous, and that
it “is not clear whether the events of the vision represent the end or the next stage.”19 This
temporal ambiguity is ultimately connected to the ambiguity present in the imagery of
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream.
At the end of Daniel 2:28, Daniel declared to the king, “Your dream and the
visions of your head as you lay on your bed were these.” Rather than immediately
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recounting the dream’s contents, however, Daniel first clarifies that it was “the One who
reveals mysteries” who gave Nebuchadnezzar this dream (Dan 2:29), and also explains
how he came to acquire knowledge about the dream (Dan 2:30). According to Daniel, “it
is not because I have wisdom in me that is greater than all the living that this mystery was
revealed to me” (Dan 2:30). Like Joseph before Pharaoh (Gen 41:16), so Daniel before
Nebuchadnezzar made clear that it was not on account of his own wisdom that he could
recount and interpret the dream, but because of God. Susan Niditch and Robert Doran
point out that in this regard, Daniel 2 (and also Gen 41) is unlike other court tales
(especially Ahiqar 5–7, but see also the story of Esther), in which the protagonist
succeeds by his or her own wisdom.20 Although the narrative clearly depicts Daniel as a
wise and discerning individual (see Dan 2:14), Daniel was not able to solve the
impossible task simply because of his own ingenuity, but because of divine aid (Dan
2:19–23). With the help of the “God of heaven,” Daniel successfully recounted and
interpreted the dream of King Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2:31–45), which the following
section will examine in depth.
Daniel 2:31–45
In Daniel 2:31–45, the story reaches its climax. Up to this point in the narrative,
the reader has not known the contents and significance of King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream,
even though as early as Daniel 2:19, God revealed this mystery to Daniel. As has been
noted earlier in this thesis, however, the story foreshadows the dream and its meaning
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throughout. Nebuchadnezzar’s fear about the dream (Dan 2:1, 3) suggests that the dream
did not signify good for the monarch. Daniel’s doxology (Dan 2:20–23) emphasized that
God has power to change both times and rulers (Dan 2:21). Lastly, in his lengthy
preamble, Daniel explained that the dream dealt with “the end of the days” (Dan 2:28),
and “what will be after this” (Dan 2:29). At this point, the reader is now fully prepared
and expectant for the dream. This section of Daniel 2 can be nicely divided into two
subsections: the revelation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (Dan 2:31–35), and the
interpretation of the dream (Dan 2:36–45). The following exegetical analysis will focus
on these subsections.
Daniel Reveals Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream (Dan 2:31–35)
 ְוֵרֵוהּ ְדִּחיל׃ הוּא ַצְלָמאsאנתה ]ַא ְנְתּ[ ַמְלָכּא ָחֵזה ֲהַו ְיָת ַוֲאלוּ ְצֵלם ַחד ַשִׂגּיא ַצְלָמא ִדֵּכּן ַרב ְוִזיֵוהּ ַיִתּיר ָקֵאם ְלָקְבָל
ֵראֵשׁהּ ִדּי־ְדַהב ָטב ֲחדוִֹהי וְּדָרעוִֹהי ִדּי ְכַסף ְמעוִֹהי ְוַי ְרָכֵתהּ ִדּי ְנָחשׁ׃ ָשׁקוִֹהי ִדּי ַפ ְרֶזל ַרְגלוִֹהי מנהון ]ִמ ְנֵּהין[ ִדּי
ַפ ְרֶזל ומנהון ]וִּמ ְנֵּהין[ ִדּי ֲחַסף׃ ָחֵזה ֲהַו ְיָת ַﬠד ִדּי ִהְתְגֶּזֶרת ֶאֶבן ִדּי־ָלא ִביַד ִין וְּמָחת ְלַצְלָמא ַﬠל־ַרְגלוִֹהי ִדּי ַפ ְרְזָלא
ְוַחְסָפּא ְוַהֵדֶּקת ִהמּוֹן׃ ֵבּאַד ִין ָדּקוּ ַכֲחָדה ַפּ ְרְזָלא ַחְסָפּא ְנָחָשׁא ַכְּסָפּא ְוַדֲהָבא ַוֲהווֹ ְכּעוּר ִמן־ִאְדֵּרי־ַק ִיט וּ ְנָשׂא ִהמּוֹן
רוָּחא ְוָכל־ֲאַתר ָלא־ִהְשֲׁתַּכח ְלהוֹן ְוַאְבָנא ִדּי־ְמָחת ְלַצְלָמא ֲהָות ְלטוּר ַרב וְּמָלת ָכּל־ַא ְרָﬠא׃
You, O king, were looking and behold—a great statue. That statue was large, and
its radiance was extraordinary; it was standing before you, and its appearance was
terrifying. The head of that statue was of fine gold, its chest and its arms of silver,
its belly and its thighs of bronze, its legs of iron, and its feet partly of iron and
partly of clay. You were looking until a stone was cut, not with hands, and it
struck the statue upon its feet of iron and clay, and it crushed them. Then they
were crushed as one—the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold—and
they were like chaff from the threshing floors of summer, and the wind carried
them away, until there was found no place for them. But the stone that struck the
statue became a large mountain and it filled all the earth.21
Finally, beginning in Daniel 2:31, the reader learns what Nebuchadnezzar dreamt.
More precisely, one could say that the reader sees what he dreamt. As Fewell points out,
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Daniel began his exposition by addressing the king in the second person (“You, O king,
were looking”), “but immediately shifts to seeing the dream through the king’s eyes”
(“and behold—a great statue”), thus enabling the audience to “see the dream as
Nebuchadnezzar had seen it on that restless night.”22
The dream of the king concerns “a great statue” ( ;ְצֵלם ַחד ַשִׂגּיאDan 2:31).
According to Seow, the Aramaic word “( ְצֵלםstatue, image”), and its Akkadian cognate
ṣalmu, were commonly used in the ANE to refer to statues that depicted either kings or
gods.23 Seow explains that these statues of kings “were typically erected for
propagandistic reasons. They were placed in . . . public places, notably in vanquished
territories, to remind the populace of the king’s majesty and power.”24 In one account
from the ANE, recorded and translated by R. C. Thompson, a Mesopotamian king even
boasts of having a statue made of himself “out of silver, gold and shining copper,”25
which is similar to the statue King Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream (Dan 2:32). Thus,
one might safely assume that this “great statue” represented some sort of royal power,
perhaps even Nebuchadnezzar’s rule.
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This statue was “large,” “extraordinary,” and “terrifying” (Dan 2:31). Donald E.
Gowan compares the large statue in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream to a massive figure
described in a dream-report of the Sumerian King Gudea.26 This figure is described in
Oppenheim’s translation of the dream-report as “the first man—like the heaven was his
surpassing (size), like the earth was his surpassing (size).”27 Yet, what Nebuchadnezzar
saw in his dream was not a “man,” but rather, simply a depiction of one; Portier-Young
draws attention to the fact that the “image” Nebuchadnezzar saw was “anthropoid” in
form, but was, in actuality, “static” and “soulless”—it was a “manufactured semblance of
the human form.”28 Similarly, James A. Montgomery refers to this statue as “a lifeless
creation.”29
In Daniel 2:32–33, Daniel further describes the different parts of the statue’s
“body” in detail: “The head of that statue was of fine gold, its chest and its arms of silver,
its belly and its thighs of bronze, its legs of iron, and its feet partly of iron and partly of
clay.” Paul M. Lederach notes, “Gold and silver are precious metals. Bronze and iron are
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strong and hard”; when taken together, these metals depict wealth and power.30 Yet, the
feet of the statue were “partly of iron and partly of clay” (Dan 2:33). The combination of
two materials that cannot properly mix—one strong and one brittle (see Dan 2:41–43)—
suggests to Lederach that the statue had “little stability.”31 Baldwin also calls the statue
“a top-heavy figure, liable to topple to its ruin.”32
Indeed, this is precisely what happened, for the statue did fall—yet, not on its
own. Daniel 2:34 describes a “stone [that] was cut, not with hands, and it struck the statue
upon its feet of iron and clay, and it crushed them.” As a result, the many elements of the
statue “were crushed as one—the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold—and
they were like chaff from the threshing floors of summer, and the wind carried them
away, until there was found no place for them” (Dan 2:35). The sudden appearance of the
“stone” ( )ֶאֶבןis jarring. Although the statue was both “extraordinary” and “terrifying”
(Dan 2:31), Valeta deems that the “even more powerful image in this dream is the stone
that is not cut by human hands.”33
Newsom notes the stark contrast between the stone that was fashioned “not with
hands” ( ;ִביַד ִין ָלאDan 2:34) and “the humanly crafted image.”34 Fewell, too, draws
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attention to this comparison and contrast: “[The statue] is composed of elements usually
worked by human hands and valued by human society—gold and silver that adorn and
give economic power, bronze and iron that make tools and weapons . . . The mountain, in
contrast to the image, is raw and undomesticated. It represents something that cannot be
tamed by human power”35 By targeting the weakest point of the statue—the “feet of iron
and clay” (Dan 2:34)—the stone reduced the impressive statue to “chaff,” which was
“carried away” by the wind (Dan 2:35). The dream ended with no trace of the statue to be
found (Dan 2:35); in contrast, “the stone that struck the statue became a large mountain
and it filled all the earth” (Dan 2:35). The contrasting and fantastic imagery of the dream,
even on its own, is potent, and one can understand why Nebuchadnezzar was frightened
by it (Dan 2:1, 3). Now that Daniel had recounted the dream, only the interpretation of
the dream remained (Dan 2:36–45).
Daniel Interprets Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream (Dan 2:36–45)
 ַמְלַכָיּא ִדּי ֱאָלהּ ְשַׁמָיּא ַמְלכוָּתא ִחְסָנא ְוָתְקָפּאsְדָּנה ֶחְלָמא וִּפְשֵׁרהּ ֵנאַמר ֳקָדם־ַמְלָכּא׃ אנתה ]ַא ְנְתּ[ ַמְלָכּא ֶמֶל
 ְבָּכְלּהוֹן אנתה־s ְוַהְשְׁלָטs׃ וְּבָכל־ִדּי דארין ]ָד ְי ִרין[ ְבֵּני־ֲאָנָשׁא ֵחיַות ָבָּרא ְועוֹף־ְשַׁמָיּא ְיַהב ִבּיָדsִויָקָרא ְיַהב־ָל
 וַּמְלכוּ תליתיא ]ְתִליָתָאה[ ָאֳח ִרי ִדּי ְנָחָשׁא ִדּיs ְתּקוּם ַמְלכוּ ָאֳח ִרי ֲאַרעא ִמָנּs]ַא ְנְתּ[־הוּא ֵראָשׁה ִדּי ַדֲהָבא׃ וָּבְתָר
ִתְשַׁלט ְבָּכל־ַא ְרָﬠא׃ וַּמְלכוּ רביעיה ] ְרִביָﬠָאה[ ֶתֱּהֵוא ַתִקּיָפה ְכַּפ ְרְזָלא ָכּל־ֳקֵבל ִדּי ַפ ְרְזָלא ְמַהֵדּק ְוָחֵשׁל ֹכָּלּא
ֽוְּכַפ ְרְזָלא ִדּי־ְמָרַﬠע ָכּל־ִאֵלּין ַתִּדּק ְוֵתֹרַﬠ׃ ְוִדי־ֲחַז ְיָתה ַרְגַלָיּא ְוֶאְצְבָּﬠָתא מנהון ]ִמ ְנֵּהין[ ֲחַסף ִדּי־ֶפָחר ומנהון
]וִּמ ְנֵּהין[ ַפּ ְרֶזל ַמְלכוּ ְפִליָגה ֶתֱּהֵוה וִּמן־ ִנְצְבָּתא ִדי ַפ ְרְזָלא ֶלֱהֵוא־ַבהּ ָכּל־ֳקֵבל ִדּי ֲחַז ְיָתה ַפּ ְרְזָלא ְמָﬠַרב ַבֲּחַסף ִטיָנא׃
ְוֶאְצְבָּﬠת ַרְגַלָיּא מנהון ]ִמ ְנֵּהין[ ַפּ ְרֶזל ומנהון ]וִּמ ְנֵּהין[ ֲחַסף ִמן־ְקָצת ַמְלכוָּתא ֶתֱּהֵוה ַתִקּיָפה וִּמַנּהּ ֶתֱּהֵוה ְתִביָרה׃ די
] ְוִדי[ ֲחַז ְיָת ַפּ ְרְזָלא ְמָﬠַרב ַבֲּחַסף ִטיָנא ִמְתָﬠ ְרִבין ֶלֱהוֹן ִבְּזַרע ֲאָנָשׁא ְוָלא־ֶלֱהוֹן ָדְּבִקין ְדָּנה ִﬠם־ְדָּנה ֵהא־ְכִדי ַפ ְרְזָלא
ָלא ִמְתָﬠַרב ִﬠם־ַחְסָפּא׃ ֽוְּביוֵֹמיהוֹן ִדּי ַמְלַכָיּא ִאנּוּן ְיִקים ֱאָלהּ ְשַׁמָיּא ַמְלכוּ ִדּי ְלָﬠְלִמין ָלא ִתְתַחַבּל וַּמְלכוָּתה ְלַﬠם
ָאֳחָרן ָלא ִתְשְׁתִּבק ַתִּדּק ְוָתֵסיף ָכּל־ִאֵלּין ַמְלְכָוָתא ְוִהיא ְתּקוּם ְלָﬠְלַמָיּא׃ ָכּל־ֳקֵבל ִדּי־ֲחַז ְיָת ִדּי ִמטּוָּרא ִאְתְגֶּזֶרת ֶאֶבן
ִדּי־ָלא ִביַד ִין ְוַהֶדֶּקת ַפּ ְרְזָלא ְנָחָשׁא ַחְסָפּא ַכְּסָפּא ְוַדֲהָבא ֱאָלהּ ַרב הוַֹדע ְלַמְלָכּא ָמה ִדּי ֶלֱהֵוא ַאֲחֵרי ְדָנה ְוַיִצּיב
ֶחְלָמא וְּמֵהיַמן ִפְּשֵׁרהּ׃
This is the dream. Now its interpretation we will tell the king. You, O king, are
king of kings, for the God of heaven has given to you the kingship, the power, and
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the might, and the honor. And wherever they dwell, He has given into your hand
the sons of humanity, the beasts of the field, and the birds of the skies, and He has
made you ruler over them all. You are the head of gold. After you will arise
another kingdom inferior to you, and a third kingdom of bronze that will rule over
all the earth. And a fourth kingdom will be strong like the iron, just as the iron
crushes and shatters everything; and like the iron that smashes, so it will crush
and smash all these. And as the feet and the toes that you saw were partly of
potter’s clay and partly of iron, so the kingdom will be divided, but part of the
hardness of iron will be in it, just as you saw the iron mixed with the wet clay.
And as the toes of the feet were partly of iron and partly of clay, so part of the
kingdom will be mighty and part of it will be brittle. And just as you saw the iron
mixed with the wet clay, so they will mix with the seed of humanity, but they will
not stick together, just as the iron did not mix with the clay. But in the days of
those kings, the God of heaven will establish a kingdom that will be forever
indestructible, and the kingdom will not be left to another people. It will crush and
bring to an end all these kingdoms, and it will stand forever, just as you saw the
stone that was cut from the mountain not with hands, and how it crushed the iron,
the bronze, the clay, the silver, and the gold. The great God has made known to
the king what will be after this. Certain is the dream, and trustworthy is its
interpretation.36
Finally, through Daniel’s interpretation, the reader learns the meaning and
significance of the dream. The exposition of the dream in Daniel 2:31–35 suggested that
this “statue” ()ְצֵלם, like many “statues” in the ANE, represented human power and rule,
and Daniel’s interpretation clarified that such was the case. Yet, Daniel’s interpretation,
as detailed as it was, left a number of questions unanswered and problems unresolved. As
a result, history has evidenced a number of divergent interpretations of Daniel’s
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interpretation of this dream,37 as will become apparent in the following exegetical
analysis.
After introducing his interpretation in Daniel 2:36, Daniel addressed King
Nebuchadnezzar directly in Daniel 2:37–38. Daniel declares to Nebuchadnezzar that he
was the “king of kings,” to whom the “God of heaven has given . . . the kingship, the
power, and the might, and the honor” (Dan 2:37). Daniel 2:38 continues by detailing the
vastness of Nebuchadnezzar’s rule: “[God] has given into your hand the sons of
humanity, the beasts of the field, and the birds of the skies, and He has made you ruler
over them all.” In light of all this, Daniel identified Nebuchadnezzar with the statue’s
“head of gold” (Dan 2:38).
Because of the language used to describe King Nebuchadnezzar and his rule in
Daniel 2:37–38, a number of scholars have concluded that the story of Daniel 2
ultimately does not take an antagonistic stance toward foreign imperial rule, or, at least,
not toward Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonian Empire. For instance, according to
Gowan, “Daniel follows royal protocol by beginning the interpretation with words
flattering the king . . . This is an example of the openness to life under foreign rulers that
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is typical of the stories in Daniel.”38 Both Collins and Baldwin consider this flattering
language.39 Robert B. Kruschwitz and Redditt see in the identification of
Nebuchadnezzar as the golden head a “high estimation of Nebuchadnezzar,” which they
explain as having a “scriptural basis” in the prophecies of Jeremiah (Jer 21:7; 25:9),
which also spoke highly of Nebuchadnezzar.40 Indeed, the label “king of kings” applied
to Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2:37) is impressive, as is the expansive nature of his rule
described in Daniel 2:38. Nebuchadnezzar’s control over not only humanity, but also “the
beasts of the field” and “the birds of the skies” (Dan 2:38; see also Jer 27:6; 28:14),
seemingly connects the figure of Nebuchadnezzar to the primordial figure Adam (Gen
1:28), as pointed out by Lacocque.41 In fact, Lacocque explains how the LXX even adds
to this list of animals under Nebuchadnezzar’s control “the fish of the sea” (τῶν ἰχθύων
τῆς θαλάσσης; Dan 2:38), which further emphasizes the connection between
Nebuchadnezzar and Adam.42 These verses, then, seem to promote a rather high view of
the Babylonian monarch.
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Yet, a number of authors have noted the ways in which Daniel tempered these
words of praise by attributing Nebuchadnezzar’s “kingship” and “power” ultimately to
God. For Smith-Christopher, Daniel’s words “are a challenge to human authority in itself,
pointing out that authority is really only in God. . . . To suggest that God has ultimate
control is to affirm the weakness and the merely utilitarian nature of human authority,
which can just as easily be passed to another at God’s whim.”43 Seow, too, notes that “the
superlative [of these verses] only highlights the irony that Nebuchadnezzar’s kingship is,
in fact, derived.”44 Similarly, Fewell draws attention to the hierarchy created by Daniel in
his interpretation: “As the head sits at the top of the body, so Nebuchadnezzar rules over
the natural world . . . and the political world . . . The ‘God of heaven’ stands over the
‘head of gold.’ The God of heaven ‘gives’ control and ‘causes rule.’”45 Thus, the
relationship between the “God of heaven” and Nebuchadnezzar is, as Rindge argues,
“that of a vassal and lord, which the former is dependent for his sovereignty upon the
latter.”46 Daniel’s earlier doxology praised God for His power to both raise up kings and
tear down kings (Dan 2:21); such theology can certainly serve to legitimize the rule of
kings,47 but also to de-legitimize their rule.
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Even more significant, however, to the discussion of Daniel 2:37–38 and the view
of Nebuchadnezzar presented therein is the fact that the “head of gold” was a part of a
statue that ultimately was destroyed (Dan 2:34–35; 44–45). Daniel’s interpretation clearly
depicted Nebuchadnezzar as a part of a long list of kings and kingdoms that would one
day meet their demise. Not only this, but the imagery of the statue in the dream
undoubtedly would have reminded most Jewish readers of an idol. Thus, Newsom argues,
“Nebuchadnezzar may indeed be the ‘head of gold,’ but he is the head of gold of a mere
idol, whose inadequacy and falsity is disclosed in the dream.”48 In fact, the Aramaic word
used in Daniel 2 for this “statue” ()ְצֵלם, is the same one used repeatedly throughout the
story of Daniel 3 in reference to the “statue” ( )ְצֵלםNebuchadnezzar set up for his subjects
to worship (Dan 3:1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19).49 Occupying the most prominent
position on an idol is hardly positive within a Jewish context.
Lastly, one must take into consideration the connection made between
Nebuchadnezzar and Adam in Daniel 2:38. Although one could view this as high praise,
Edwin M. Good finds it to be rather “disingenuous”; by describing Nebuchadnezzar in a
way that recalls Genesis 1:28—and thereby, depicting Nebuchadnezzar as Adam—Good
argues it indicates that Nebuchadnezzar “will soon fall and be cast out of the Garden.”50
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At first, Good’s argument may seem unconvincing, but when taken in conjunction with
the description of the Jewish exiles brought to Babylon in Daniel 1:4, his argument is
strengthened. Good expands:
[The exiles] are “good of appearance ()טובי מראה, skilled ( )משׂכיליםin all wisdom
()חכמה, knowers of knowledge ()ידעי דעת, understanders of learning ()מדע, and
strong enough to stand in the king’s palace” (v. 4). . . . Do they not possess,
among other things, the attributes of the trees in the Garden of Eden (except
taste), especially of the tree of knowledge: “desirable of appearance” (Gen 2:9),
“a treat for the eyes” and “desirable to bring skill” ( להשׂכיל. . . נחמד, 3:6)? The
allusion to the fruit of the tree of knowledge describes the boys subtly as forces
that will cause Babylon to fall.51
There may also be a significant link between the “( ְצֵלםstatue”) of Daniel 2 and the ֶצֶלם
“( ֱא»ִהיםimage of God”) in Genesis 1:27. Daniel 2:38 describes Nebuchadnezzar in the
same way that Genesis 1:28 describes primordial humanity; but whereas humanity bears
the ( ֶצֶלם ֱא»ִהיםGen 1:27), Daniel 2 depicts Nebuchadnezzar—and other kings and
kingdoms—as an idolatrous and terrifying “( ְצֵלםstatue, image”). Thus, Daniel 2 may, in
fact, be using the allusion to Genesis in an ironic way, to undermine the rule of
Nebuchadnezzar. Regardless of how one interprets Daniel’s statements about
Nebuchadnezzar and his derived political authority, Daniel explicitly identified
Nebuchadnezzar as the “head of gold” (Dan 2:38).
Next, Daniel explained that following Nebuchadnezzar would arise three other
“kingdoms” (Dan 2:39–43). Significantly, Daniel never explicitly identified these three
kingdoms with kingdoms or empires known from history. Rather, he simply noted
various peculiarities of each kingdom. Daniel 2:39 describes the kingdom immediately
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following Nebuchadnezzar as “inferior” to Nebuchadnezzar—just as silver is inferior to
gold—and the “third kingdom of bronze” as one that “will rule over all the earth” (Dan
2:39). Beyond this, however, Daniel did not say anything about these kingdoms in this
immediate context.
Instead, the focus of the interpretation was primarily on the “fourth kingdom
[that] will be strong like the iron” (Dan 2:40). According to Daniel, in the same way that
iron “crushes” ()ְמַהֵדּק, “shatters” ()ָחֵשׁל, and “smashes” ( )ְמָרַﬠעeverything, so this kingdom
“will crush [ ]ַתִּדּקand smash [ ]ֵתֹרַﬠall these” (Dan 2:40). A total of three different
Aramaic words are used to describe the “crushing” violence of this kingdom, in order to
emphasize “how devastating the destructiveness of the fourth kingdom,” according to
Goldingay.52 Yet, for all its strength, this kingdom “will be divided,” for “part of the
kingdom will be mighty and part of it will be brittle” (Dan 2:41–42). This was the
significance of the statue’s feet that were “partly of iron and partly of clay” (Dan 2:33,
42). Furthermore, the unsuccessful mixing together of the iron and the clay in the feet of
the statue signified that certain individuals—seemingly the kings of this divided
kingdom—“will mix with the seed of humanity, but they will not stick together” (Dan
2:43). This final action of the fourth kingdom—“they will mix with the seed of
humanity” ( ;ִמְתָﬠ ְרִבין ֶלֱהוֹן ִבְּזַרע ֲאָנָשׁאDan 2:43)—seems to be either a reference to
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intermarriage, which is the interpretation adopted by most scholars,53 or to the mixing
together of different racial and ethnic groups.54 Yet, even this attempt at securing stability
and strength would be unsuccessful, for “they will not stick together, just as the iron did
not mix with the clay” (Dan 2:43).
Finally, Daniel offered an interpretation of the stone that was created “not with
hands” (Dan 2:34, 45), explaining that “the God of heaven will establish a kingdom that
will be forever indestructible, and the kingdom will not be left to another people. It will
crush and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and it will stand forever” (Dan 2:44). A
series of kingdoms, which were represented by the various materials of the statue, would
be, according to Daniel’s interpretation, succeeded by not simply another kingdom, but
another kind of kingdom. Goldingay explains that “the four empires [are not] succeeded
by a further, fifth empire, but by something wholly other.”55
The uniqueness of God’s kingdom is evident in Daniel’s description of it. First of
all, Daniel 2:44 describes the kingdom as one established directly by the “God of heaven”
(see also Dan 2:18, 19, 37). In contrast to Daniel 2:37–38, which clearly depicts God
delegating authority to human rulers, Daniel 2:44 seemingly describes God’s unmediated
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rule on the earth. Secondly, the emphasis of verse 44 falls on the eternal nature of God’s
kingdom: it “will be forever indestructible, . . . and it will stand forever.” The repeated
use of “( ָﬠְלִמיןforever”) in this verse, like the use of similar terminology in Daniel 2:20
(“ ;ִמן־ָﬠְלָמא ְוַﬠד־ָﬠְלָמאfrom forever and until forever”), creates a contrast between the
transient nature of the empires represented by the statue and the eternal reign of God’s
kingdom. While each of the kingdoms would give way to another kingdom, according to
the interpretation, the kingdom of God “will not be left to another people” (Dan 2:44).
The significance of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream was that his reign would come to an end,
along with many other reigns, giving way to God’s eternal, unmediated reign.
Before moving on from this potent imagery of the “stone that was cut from the
mountain not with hands” (Dan 2:45; see also Dan 2:34), it is important to consider from
where this imagery comes. Both Seow and G. Brooke Lester note the striking similarities
between the language employed in the description of the stone, as well as the statue’s
destruction (Dan 2:34–35, 45), and the language of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa 40–55; see
especially Isa 41:15–16; 51:1–2).56 Isaiah 41, much like Daniel 2, offers a message of
hope to Judean exiles. In Isaiah 41:15–16, the LORD, speaking through the prophet,
promises the exiles, “you shall thresh the mountains and crush [ ] ְוָתֹדקthem, and you shall
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make the hills like chaff . . . and the wind shall carry them away [] ְורוַּח ִתָּשֵּׂאם.” The
“mountains” and “hills” metaphorically represented the foreign nations that waged war
against and oppressed the people of Judah (Isa 41:12),57 much like how the materials of
the statue in Daniel 2 also represented foreign oppressors. In the same way that the stone
of Daniel 2 “crushed” ( ) ְוַהֵדֶּקתthe feet of the statue, so these exiles would “crush” () ְוָתֹדק
the mountains. In both cases, they became “like chaff” (Isa 41:15; Dan 2:35), which the
wind then “carried away” ( ; ְורוַּח ִתָּשֵּׂאםIsa 41:16;  ;וּ ְנָשׂא ִהמּוֹן רוָּחאDan 2:35). Thus, Lester
concludes, “The nations who in Isaiah are threshed to powder are those disintegrated in
the statue of Daniel, and they are carried away together on the same wind.”58
There are also links between the description of the stone in Daniel 2 (Dan 2:35,
45) and Isaiah 51:1, which encourages the exiles to “Look to the rock [ ]צוּרfrom which
you were hewn, and to the quarry from which you were dug.” According to Daniel 2:35,
the stone in the dream, representative of God’s kingdom, became a “large mountain”
()ְלטוּר ַרב. Likewise, Daniel 2:45 explains that the stone “was cut from the mountain
[]ִמטּוָּרא.” The Hebrew word ( צוּרIsa 51:1) and the Aramaic word ( טוּרDan 2:45) are
cognates, both meaning “rock” or “mountain.”59 Lester draws a profound theological and
political conclusion from these connections between Daniel 2 and Isaiah 51:
In Isaiah’s metaphor, however powerless the people of Israel may appear, they are
urged to see themselves as a hard, heavy stone, hewn of everlasting divine
promise. Daniel 2 reappropriates this metaphor with the marker, “a stone hewn
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from a mountain”: this people Israel, hewn “not by hands,” are made to batter
their powerful foreign oppressors and grow into a mountain like that from which
they are hewn, into a kingdom that “will stand forever” (Dan 2:44–45).60
What, then, can be said about the identity of the stone in Daniel 2? Yes, it represents the
kingdom of God; but even more specific than that, Daniel 2 seems to be drawing on the
encouraging prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah in order to depict the exiles of Judah as the
stone. This is ultimately what Seow concludes: “That stone in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream
is, therefore, the lowly and despised exiles . . . The stone is the elect people of God,
whatever their sociopolitical conditions may be.”61 The dream and its interpretation,
therefore, spoke a message of hope to the exiles in the Diaspora that one day God would
act on their behalf, and bring an end to the tyrannical rule of foreign powers.
Excursus on the Four Kingdoms
As stated previously, Daniel only explicitly identified one part of the statue: the
“head of gold” represented Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2:38). The other materials (silver,
bronze, iron mixed with clay) were said to represent three other kingdoms, but Daniel did
not name them. Even in the vision of Daniel 7, which, like Daniel 2, contains a vision of
a sequence of four kingdoms, none of the “beasts” that represented various empires were
explicitly named. Ultimately, this lack of clarity has led to vigorous debate and
controversy over which kingdoms or rulers were meant. Even the seemingly clear
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identification of Nebuchadnezzar as the head of the statue has caused confusion among
scholars.
Some scholars, noting that Daniel specifically identified Nebuchadnezzar with the
“head of gold,” interpret the subsequent materials of the statue as representing not
“kingdoms,” but kings and their “reigns.”62 Seow explains that the Aramaic word ַמְלכוּ,
which is commonly translated in these verses as “kingdom,” can also be translated as
simply “reign” or “kingship.”63 Goldingay and Seow identify these four “reigns,” then, as
being those of the four kings explicitly named in the stories of Daniel: Nebuchadnezzar,
Belshazzar, Darius the Mede, and Cyrus the Persian.64 On the other hand, both Elias
Bickerman and Davies argue that originally the different materials of the statue
represented four Babylonian kings, rather than four empires.65 The statue, then, when
taken as a whole, would have represented the Babylonian Empire. Both Bickerman and
Davies, however, think that this original interpretation of the dream was later replaced
with the interpretation now found in Daniel 2, which they do not understand to be
speaking about four kings, but about four empires.66 Therefore, even though the view of
Bickerman and Davies is similar to that of Goldingay and Seow, the views are distinct in
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two important ways: (1) the identities of the kings are different, and (2) Goldingay and
Seow interpret Daniel 2, as it now stands, as speaking of four kings;67 Bickerman and
Davies, on the other hand, believe that the present form of Daniel 2 no longer presents
this as a viable interpretation.
Most scholars do not follow Goldingay and Seow in their argument that the
composite statue represents four “reigns.” One can see how Belshazzar’s reign was
“inferior” to Nebuchadnezzar’s (Dan 2:39a), and Darius’ Median Empire could
justifiably be viewed as one that “rule[d] over all the earth” (Dan 2:39b). Ernest C. Lucas,
though, is correct that “there is nothing to link [Cyrus] specifically with the fourth
kingdom of iron and iron mixed with clay that follows Darius.”68 Lucas also rightly
points out that Cyrus does not figure prominently in the book of Daniel69; thus it would
be difficult to determine why his reign would be given so much attention in Daniel 2:40–
43. Even the view of Bickerman and Davies is not without its problems—for as Newsom
and Breed explain, Nebuchadnezzar had four successors (Amel-Marduk, Neriglissar,
Labashi-Marduk, and Nabonidus), not simply three; although, the reign of LabashiMarduk was rather brief.70 While it would make sense for the statue in the dream to
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represent one entity—like the Neo-Babylonian Empire—both the dream and the
interpretation indicate that the focus is on kingdoms, rather than kings.
Throughout the history of interpretation, the four kingdoms of Daniel 2—as well
as Daniel 7, which most scholars understand to be speaking of the same sequence of
kingdoms—have primarily been interpreted as referring to either (1) Babylon, MedoPersia, Greece, and Rome, or (2) Babylon, Media, Persia, and Greece.71 Although the
“Roman” view dominated much of interpretation history,72 the majority of contemporary
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scholars favor the “Greek” view,73 with a small number of scholars still arguing in favor
of the “Roman” view.74 Although this debate is routinely caricatured as a controversy
between liberal scholarship, favoring the “Greek” view, and conservative scholarship,
favoring the “Roman” view, Longman III rightly notes that such generalizations are
misleading and unhelpful.75 For example, Robert J. M. Gurney and John H. Walton
provide convincing arguments in favor of the “Greek” view,76 as do both Goldingay and
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Lucas, all of whom are conservative.77 Even within the history of interpretation, the
“Roman” view was never the only view promoted,78 though it was the dominant one.
For a number of reasons, the “Greek” view is more convincing than the “Roman”
view. When taken strictly on its own, Daniel 2 fairly clearly paints a portrait of the
second, third, and fourth kingdoms that corresponds well with what is known about the
Median, Persian, and Greek Empires. First of all, the description of the second kingdom
as being “inferior” to Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2:39) is a fitting description of the Median
Empire, but less so the Medo-Persian Empire, because, as noted by Gowan, Persia was in
no way inferior to the Neo-Babylonian Empire.79
A number of scholars see within Daniel’s sequence of kingdoms historical
inaccuracy here, because the Median Empire did not actually succeed the NeoBabylonian Empire, but was contemporaneous with it.80 One should note, however, that
Daniel identified Nebuchadnezzar alone as the “head of gold” (Dan 2:38). Both Gurney
and Lucas thus argue that the inclusion of Media as the second kingdom in this sequence
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is not necessarily inaccurate: following the death of Nebuchadnezzar (562 BCE),
Babylon began a gradual decline, and the Median Empire established itself as the
stronger of the two kingdoms, up to the point of its defeat by Cyrus and the Persians in
550 BCE.81 For Walton, the identification of Media as the second kingdom also offers no
historical problems, since he argues that Nebuchadnezzar was likely viewed “as a
continuation and culmination of the Assyrian empire,” which was “succeeded (as well as
overlapped) by the Medes during the time of Nebuchadnezzar’s successors.”82 Even if the
“Greek” view is adopted, therefore, this does not necessarily mean that one must
conclude the sequence of kingdoms is historically inaccurate.
Secondly, the description of the third kingdom of bronze as one that “will rule
over all the earth” (Dan 2:39) fits the Persian Empire well. According to Gurney, the
Persian Empire, under the leadership of Cyrus, “was by far the vastest empire the world
had seen.”83 Admittedly, this description also coheres with Greece; but then, one would
need to explain how the Persian Empire was “inferior” to Nebuchadnezzar. Furthermore,
Persia’s worldwide rule distinguished it greatly from Media; in contrast, the vast territory
Greece occupied was roughly the same, if not less, than that already occupied by Persia,
as noted by Gurney.84
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Lastly, the detailed description of the fourth kingdom (Dan 2:40–43) makes more
sense if it is a description of Greece, rather than Rome. Gowan explains that the division
of the Greek Empire after the death of Alexander the Great is likely what is in view in the
description of this “divided kingdom” of iron and clay (Dan 2:41–42).85 Likewise,
Newsom and Breed argue that the reference to “mix[ing] with the seed of humanity”
(Dan 2:43) “most plausibly refers to the dynastic intermarriages between the Ptolemies
and the Seleucids, those of Antiochus II to Berenice in 252 B.C.E. and of Ptolemy V
Epiphanes to Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III, in 193–92, neither of which achieved
a lasting detente between the two kingdoms.”86 In fact, these politically motivated
marriages are also alluded to in Daniel’s last vision (Dan 11:6, 17), which clearly speaks
of the Greek Empire. It is far more difficult to relate these specific descriptions to the
Roman Empire.
The focus of this thesis is specifically on the story of Daniel 2; and as made clear
in earlier chapters, this author finds it likely that this narrative originated at a different
time and among different authors than Daniel 7–12. Yet, it is commonplace for
scholars—even those who argue that the visions were added later to the stories—to
interpret the dream of Daniel 2 in light of the visions in the latter half of Daniel,
especially those found in Daniel 7 and 8. Such an approach actually supports and
strengthens the argument in favor of the “Greek” view. For if both the dream of Daniel 2
and the vision of Daniel 7 culminated not in the Greek Empire, but in the Roman, then
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this requires one to distinguish between the “little horn” of the fourth beast in Daniel 7
(Dan 7:8, 11, 20–21, 24–26) and the “little horn” of the male goat in Daniel 8 (Dan 8:9–
12, 23–25), which clearly represented Antiochus IV (Epiphanes). Lucas admits that the
two horns “have some distinctive features,” but these need not necessarily be
“contradictory” features, but rather “complementary” ones.87 Goldingay too writes, “The
differences between the two chapters do no mean that at any point the portraits of the
small horn are incompatible. They could denote different kings, but—juxtaposed in the
same book—this is not the natural understanding.”88
Indeed, the book of Daniel, as a whole—with its stories set in the Babylonian,
Median, and Persian Empires, and with the visions of Daniel 8 and 11 that explicitly deal
with Greece—seems to be concerned primarily with this sequence of historical kingdoms
(Babylon, Media, Persia, and Greece), as argued by Newsom and Breed.89 In contrast, the
Roman Empire is mentioned once in the entire book—and then, only in a passing remark
(Dan 11:30). For these reasons, it is likely that the four kingdoms represented in the
dream of Daniel were the Babylonian, Median, Persian, and Greek Empires.
Yet, no matter how one interprets the four kingdoms of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream,
the message of the dream and its interpretation remains the same: God would establish
His own kingdom (Dan 2:34–35, 44–45), and the reigns of oppressive kingdoms would
come to an end. There are even clues in both the dream and its interpretation that seem to
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indicate that the historical identities of the four kingdoms were not actually of prime
importance. Greg Goswell argues rather convincingly “that the four kingdoms in Dan 2
and 7 represent all kingdoms (irrespective of their number) that will rise and fall during
the historical process.”90 Goswell bases this argument on a number of different pieces of
evidence, most convincing of which is that the dream and the interpretation contain
“elements of both succession and contemporaneity.”91 For example, in Daniel’s
description of the dream, he made clear that all the various materials of the statue “were
crushed as one [ ”]ַכֲחָדהby the stone (Dan 2:35). Similarly, in his interpretation, Daniel
explained that God would establish His kingdom “in the days of those kings [emphasis
added]”92; and that it would “crush and bring to an end all these kingdoms [emphasis
added]” (Dan 2:44).93 Goswell also notes that the dream culminated in the destruction of
the statue “from bottom to top,” for the stone crushed the feet of the statue first.94 Daniel
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even listed the various materials of the statue in ascending order (“the iron, the clay, the
bronze, the silver, and the gold”; Dan 2:35; see also Dan 2:45), which, according to
Goswell, implies “that this is the order of destruction.”95 The picture that comes forth in
Daniel 2 is one of the simultaneous destruction of all four kingdoms by the God of
heaven.
The simultaneous destruction of these kingdoms is noted by a number of other
scholars besides Goswell.96 Porteous vehemently argues, “It is a result of the figure
employed in the dream, viz. an image, that the four kingdoms are represented as if they
were all present contemporaneously and vanished at one and the same time.”97 Porteous’
objection, however, does not take into consideration the fact that even in the
interpretation, Daniel clarified that God’s kingdom “will crush all these kingdoms
[emphasis added]” (Dan 2:44). Even when the constraints of the dream’s imagery no
longer require such an understanding of the kingdoms, Daniel’s interpretation maintains
this tension between succession and simultaneity.
The vision of Daniel 7 adds to this understanding of the kingdoms not simply as
successive kingdoms, but ones that existed simultaneously. In Daniel 7:11–12, the fourth
beast (representing Greece) “was put to death, and its body destroyed,” while “the rest of
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the beasts” (Babylon, Media, and Persia) had “their dominion . . . taken away, but their
lives . . . prolonged for a season and a time.” Goswell explains that “the destruction of the
fourth beast first, before the other three, who are still alive after the destruction of the
fourth beast, supports the supposition that four historically successive kingdoms are not
in view.”98 Therefore, even in Daniel 7, “we have that hovering between the idea of
successive empires and contemporary empires,” as Martin Noth observes.99 The vision of
Daniel 7, like Daniel 2, does not seem to be consistent in its depiction of these
kingdoms—for at times, they are depicted as succeeding one another, and at other times,
as being contemporary with one another.
Is Goswell, then, correct that no specific kingdoms were intended in Daniel 2 and
Daniel 7, but that in both there is simply “a symbolic representation of all the kingdoms
in history”?100 A surprising number of scholars have put forth similar arguments to
Goswell’s, indicating that perhaps there is some credence to what Goswell argues.
William J. Dumbrell offers up the suggestion that “[p]erhaps the four kingdoms represent
a picture of the totality of human government, symbolic of the human power structure, of
the power of the human image.”101 Longman III refuses to unequivocally affirm either the
“Greek” view or the “Roman” view, because of the “interpretive confusion” surrounding
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the topic, concluding that “we must entertain seriously the idea that the vision of Daniel 2
does not intend to be precise.”102 Baldwin and Goldingay, both of whom take a firm
stance in the debate, also recognize that simply identifying the kingdoms correctly is not
the goal, and it may even be an inappropriate endeavor, given the lack of specificity.103
Paul R. House even argues that “the literary scheme [of the four kingdoms] can change as
history does. The fourth nation basically stands for ‘the most recent empire.’”104
Each of these scholars, in their own treatments of the problem, recognize the
inherent difficulty in interpreting the biblical text, especially the obscure dreams and
visions in the book of Daniel. As it pertains to the dream in Daniel 2, it is likely that four
historical kingdoms were meant, and, as argued above, probably those kingdoms were
Babylon, Media, Persia, and Greece. The intended audience seemingly would have
understood which kingdoms were intended, especially if they lived during the period of
the fourth kingdom, whose description is rather detailed. Yet, the imagery of the statue
forces readers, both then and now, to grapple with the existence and persistence of
tyrannical rule down through the ages. Thus, it is not altogether wrong to see within the
statue of Daniel 2 the oppressive regimes of every age. The metals of the statue, like
historical kingdoms, are different from one another, and yet, as Daniel D. Bunn Jr. points
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out, all of them “make up the same reality, the reality of imperial power in opposition to
God—and thus all are equally called into question.”105
The kingdoms of the world, according to Daniel, will not last forever, but will be
destroyed by a kingdom that will last forever—God’s kingdom. With Daniel’s
interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, this climactic scene of Daniel 2 comes to a
close. The reader now knows the dream, and recognizes its significance, but is left
wondering what will happen next. How will Nebuchadnezzar respond to such a
prognostication, which clearly envisioned the collapse and destruction of all kingdoms,
including his own? The next section will examine the denouement of the tale (Dan 2:46–
49), and will bring the exegetical portion of this thesis to an end.
Daniel 2:46–49
ֵבּאַד ִין ַמְלָכּא ְנֽבוַּכְדֶנַצּר ְנַפל ַﬠל־ַא ְנפּוִֹהי וְּלָד ִנֵיּאל ְסִגד וִּמ ְנָחה ְו ִניֹחִחין ֲאַמר ְלַנָסָּכה ֵלהּ׃ ָﬠֵנה ַמְלָכּא ְלָד ִנֵיּאל ְוָאַמר
ִמן־ְקֹשׁט ִדּי ֱאָלֲהכוֹן הוּא ֱאָלהּ ֱאָלִהין וָּמֵרא ַמְלִכין ְוָגֵלה ָרִזין ִדּי ְיֵכְלָתּ ְלִמְגֵלא ָרָזה ְדָנה׃ ֱאַד ִין ַמְלָכּא ְלָד ִנֵיּאל ַרִבּי
וַּמְתָּנן ַרְב ְרָבן ַשִׂגּיָאן ְיַהב־ֵלהּ ְוַהְשְׁלֵטהּ ַﬠל ָכּל־ְמִדיַנת ָבֶּבל ְוַרב־ִסְג ִנין ַﬠל ָכּל־ַחִכּיֵמי ָבֶבל׃ ְוָד ִנֵיּאל ְבָּﬠא ִמן־ַמְלָכּא
 ַוֲﬠֵבד־ ְנגוֹ ְוָד ִנֵיּאל ִבְּתַרע ַמְלָכּא׃s ֵמיַשׁsוַּמ ִנּי ַﬠל ֲﬠִביְדָתּא ִדּי ְמִדיַנת ָבֶּבל ְלַשְׁדַר
Then King Nebuchadnezzar fell upon his face and worshipped Daniel, and said
that offerings and sacrifices should be offered to him. The king answered and said
to Daniel, “Truly, your God is God of gods and Lord of kings and the One who
reveals mysteries, for you have been able to reveal this mystery.” Then the king
promoted Daniel, gave him many great gifts, and made him ruler over all the
province of Babylon and chief prefect over all the wise men of Babylon. And
Daniel made a request of the king, and he appointed Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego over the administration of the province of Babylon. And Daniel
remained at the gate of the king.106 (Dan 2:46–49)
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Daniel 2:46–49, following the climax of the dream and the interpretation, serves
as the narrative’s denouement. In response to Daniel’s interpretation of the dream,
Nebuchadnezzar surprisingly “fell upon his face and worshipped Daniel,” and he
seemingly even offered sacrifices to Daniel (Dan 2:46). This is surprising behavior from
the king, especially in light of the interpretation Daniel gave, which promised an end to
human kingdoms and empires, including his own. Because of Nebuchadnezzar’s positive
response, Collins argues that the narrative of Daniel 2 “is an adaptation of a Babylonian
story and that the original prophecy looked not to the demise of the Babylonian Empire
but to its restoration.”107 If such a Babylonian oracle did ever exist, it is no longer
recoverable. Furthermore, such a hypothetical argument is not necessary in order to make
sense of the text as it now stands.
For one must remember that in the ANE, dreams were considered dangerous to
the dreamer if left uninterpreted, as shown by Oppenheim; once interpreted, however,
“[t]he message of such a dream does not . . . pollute the dreaming person, whatever its
content may be; only as long as it remains enigmatic is it dangerous.”108 According to
Gowan, therefore, “This would seem to account for Nebuchadnezzar’s favorable
treatment of Daniel, even though he has been told of the destruction of the statue,
including the head of gold, which represented himself.”109 Nebuchadnezzar’s fears were
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relieved, not because the dream foretold good for him and his kingdom, but simply
because he now understood it.
Did he actually understand it, though? Richard A. Horsley thinks not, concluding
rather that Nebuchadnezzar must have been “clueless” about the significance of the
dream: “Daniel had said that the sovereign God was about to crush Nebuchadnezzar’s
empire (2:44–45). If Nebuchadnezzar had been paying attention, he would have had
Daniel executed for treason.”110 Similarly, Venter contends that Nebuchadnezzar “did not
grasp the real meaning of the revelation, that his kingdom will eventually be destroyed by
this God’s kingdom.”111 Yet, Venter notes that although the king ultimately did not
understand the dream and its significance, Daniel did, and so does the reader.112
This positive response of the king, then, is another way in which the narrative
subtly pokes fun at King Nebuchadnezzar. Much like his earlier fits of fear (Dan 2:1, 3),
paranoia (Dan 2:8–9), and rage (Dan 2:12), Nebuchadnezzar’s exuberant and extravagant
praise of Daniel and Daniel’s God here (Dan 2:46–47) adds to the portrait of the king as
“an emotional basket case, flung about by waves of anxiety, fear, and then gratitude,”
according to Chan.113 Valeta also finds that Nebuchadnezzar’s “overblown reaction of
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homage to Daniel’s interpretation . . . is outside of expected royal behavior and serves as
a satirical barb against the king.”114
The prostration of Nebuchadnezzar before Daniel (Dan 2:46) brings to mind, once
again, the prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa 45:14; 49:7, 23), as noted by both Seow and
Lester.115 These prophecies speak of a day when nations (Isa 45:14), along with their
princes, kings, and queens (Isa 49:7, 23), will “bow down” to the lowly exiles of Judah
with “their faces to the ground” (Isa 49:23). According to Isaiah 45:14, the nations will
even “make supplication” to Judah, finally declaring, “God is with you alone, and there is
no other.” Lester explains that these three motifs of (1) bowing down before Israel, (2)
praying to the people of Israel, and (3) recognizing the uniqueness of both God and God’s
people in Isaiah 45:14 are shared with Daniel 2:46–47 in the reaction of
Nebuchadnezzar.116 One sees, then, a dramatic reversal at play in Daniel 2, which is akin
to the reversal found in the prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah.
In this reversal, Kirkpatrick sees a great irony, for in Daniel 1, Nebuchadnezzar
attempted to forcefully assimilate the exiles of Judah, by teaching them “the literature and
language of the Chaldeans” (Dan 1:4), assigning them specific food to eat (Dan 1:5), and
placing new Babylonian names on them (Dan 1:7). This attempt at acculturation,
however, failed, according to Kirkpatrick:
[R]ather than Daniel being resocialized to recognize a different heritage, now the
king himself comes to recognize Daniel’s heritage as superior to his own and
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Daniel’s God as occupying the “top of the ladder.” . . . Readers are left to wonder
which direction the acculturation really worked—who influenced whom? The
king’s efforts to bring exiled and enslaved Judeans into the orbit of his
sovereignty instead find the king himself not only under the sovereignty of the
Judean God but positively acknowledging it as well!117
Daniel, rather than forfeiting his unique relationship with his God, showed the superiority
of his God over and against not only the Babylonian gods (see Dan 2:11), but also the
Babylonian Empire and all subsequent empires. Seow even sees an immediate fulfillment
of the dream’s interpretation in Nebuchadnezzar’s response: “The prediction of the
collapse of the mighty statue of kingship by a mere stone is foreshadowed, and even set
in motion, in this event, for the ‘head of gold,’ is now on the ground.”118
Daniel 2:47 records Nebuchadnezzar’s confession that “[Daniel’s] God is God of
Gods and Lord of kings and the One who reveals mysteries.” Such language is certainly
surprising in the mouth of a Babylonian monarch, especially one who was remembered as
the destroyer of Jerusalem (Dan 1:1). It is unlikely, however, that Nebuchadnezzar’s
confession indicates he “converted” to the Jewish faith, as argued by Hartman and Di
Lella and Towner.119 Rather, Baldwin is likely correct in her assessment that, as a
polytheist, Nebuchadnezzar would have had no difficulty with worshipping one more
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deity.120 Note also that Nebuchadnezzar described this God as “your [Daniel’s] God,” not
his own.
Still, the declaration is surprising, as it indicates that perhaps King
Nebuchadnezzar was transformed in one way or another. By recognizing the sovereignty
of God not only over other gods, but also over earthly rulers and kings (Dan 2:47),
Nebuchadnezzar affirmed what Daniel earlier affirmed in his doxology: God can both
raise up and tear down kings (Dan 2:21). Indeed, this is also the message of the dream
and its interpretation, and of the story as a whole. Nebuchadnezzar finally came to this
knowledge at the end of the narrative, thus allowing for the story to end on a high note.
This is how most of the Daniel stories end, with the notable exception of Daniel 5.
The “happy ending” of Daniel 2 has caused a number of scholars to label this
story as one that depicts foreign imperial rule rather positively. According to Collins, the
story in Daniel 2 is “remarkably open and tolerant. Unlike the later chapters 4 and 5, it
does not even suggest a criticism of the Babylonian king.”121 Likewise, Reddit finds a
“more or less sympathetic portrayal of the king” in the court tales of Daniel, and
“especially in Daniel 2.”122 Towner also argues that, overall, the tale of Daniel 2 has a
“very pro-monarchical, pro-Babylonian tone.”123 These generalized statements, however,
do not take into consideration both the implicit and explicit ways in which the narrative
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undermines and subverts the power of foreign imperial rule, which have been noted
throughout the exegetical portions of this thesis. As Smith-Christopher notes,
Nebuchadnezzar’s positive response at the end of the narrative shows that “[i]t is a
changed monarch who is affirmed, not the image that we have throughout the story
before his change.”124
Finally, the narrative of Daniel 2 closes not only with the promotion of Daniel
(Dan 2:48), but also the promotion of Daniel’s companions Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego (Dan 2:49). Significantly, when speaking of them in their administrative
positions, the narrator uses their Babylonian names, rather than their Hebrew ones (see
Dan 2:17). Rindge recognizes that even in Daniel’s promotion to a high position in the
Babylonian Empire, he continued to identify with and secure the promotions of his fellow
Jewish exiles.125 In this regard, one can see Daniel utilizing what political power he had
to help his companions also find success in the court of the king. This political power,
however, which was granted by the king, pales in comparison with the power granted
Daniel by God (Dan 2:23), to reveal and interpret the dream of Nebuchadnezzar. The
narrative ends with the note that “Daniel remained at the gate of the king,” therefore
setting the stage perhaps for further stories about Daniel at the king’s court.
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Conclusion
This chapter provided a detailed exegetical analysis of the second half of Daniel 2
(Dan 2:24–49), with particular attention given to themes of resistance and
accommodation to foreign imperial rule. This section of Daniel 2 focuses specifically on
the content and interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s frightening dream, especially in
Daniel 2:31–45, which is the climax of the entire narrative. Prior to the exposition and
interpretation of the dream, Daniel returned to the king’s court, offered his services, and
made it clear that it was God, not Daniel, who was able to accomplish the king’s
impossible task (Dan 2:24–30). The narrative comes to a close with a denouement, in
which the king rewarded and worshipped Daniel, recognized the sovereignty of Daniel’s
God, and promoted both Daniel and his companions to high positions of power. The
following chapter will draw some helpful and important conclusions from the exegetical
analysis offered in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, as well as provide a conclusion to the
thesis as a whole.

CHAPTER 4
THE POLITICAL STANCE OF DANIEL 2
IN LIGHT OF THE FINDINGS

Introduction
This thesis has sought to answer the question of whether the political stance
toward foreign imperial rule in Daniel is primarily one of accommodation to the empire,
one of resistance, or a hybridization of the two. Chapters 2 and 3 provided an exegetical
analysis of the narrative of Daniel 2, with particular attention given to how the story
depicts foreign rule and the Judean exiles’ relationship with life in empire. This
concluding chapter will attempt to determine Daniel 2’s stance toward foreign imperial
rule by analyzing and interpreting the findings from the exegetical analysis. Finally, this
chapter will conclude with a discussion about the implications that the political stance of
Daniel 2 has for the Church.
Service and Subversion in Daniel 2
As previously noted, there is debate about whether the Daniel stories are mostly
accommodating to foreign imperial rule, or mostly antagonistic and resistant toward it.
For Collins, the “political stance of the tales is one of loyalty and optimism,”1 and
“Daniel 2 maintains a generally positive attitude towards the king and other
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wise men.”2 On the other hand, a scholar like Smith-Christopher finds that the
“perspective of the book of Daniel toward foreign conquerors, even in the first six
chapters, is not nearly so benign as is often thought; in fact, it is openly hostile to their
authority.”3 Smith-Christopher even contends that Daniel’s wisdom in the narrative of
Daniel 2 “was a tactic of resistance.”4
What these mutually exclusive readings of the Daniel stories reveal is that within
these stories there is a tension of sorts—a tension between service and subversion,
between accommodation and resistance. Within the story of Daniel 2 in particular, one
can clearly see this tension at play; and in the preceding exegetical analysis, the goal was
to uncover this tension. Now, it is time to bring this tension to the forefront, and to
examine both the themes of accommodation and themes of resistance within the narrative
of Daniel 2, in an attempt to discover this story’s unique political vision.
Themes of Accommodation
The story of Daniel 2, which is set in the Babylonian Empire, during the reign of
Nebuchadnezzar, is one that deals primarily with life in and around the court of a
powerful monarch. The court is filled with interesting characters, including a host of
courtiers and wise men, of both Babylonian and Egyptian origin (Dan 2:2, 10, 27). These
wise men were well-known for their practice in magic, sorcery, and dream interpretation,
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and thus, Nebuchadnezzar depended on them greatly. Such magical arts, however, were
not regarded favorably within the Israelite tradition (see Mic 5:12; Mal 3:5), and are
explicitly forbidden in the legal literature of the OT (Deut 18:10). Thus, one would
expect the portrait of the Babylonian wise men in Daniel 2 to be an entirely negative one.
This, however, is not the case. As pointed out in chapter 2 of this thesis, Daniel 2
does not primarily critique the Babylonian wise men, but rather, their gods. The narrative
clearly creates a contrast between Daniel and the other wise men. The main contrast,
though, is between their respective deities: while the wise men could not depend on their
gods to help them (Dan 2:11), Daniel was utterly dependent on his God (Dan 2:18, 23,
28). At a number of points in the narrative, Daniel and his companions are explicitly
grouped together and identified with the Babylonian wise men (Dan 2:13, 18, 48). Daniel
even went to great lengths to save the lives of these wise men (Dan 2:24). He also agreed
with their statement in Daniel 2:10–11 that no wise man could possibly do what the king
asked (Dan 2:27). At the end of Daniel 2, the narrator explains that Daniel became the
“chief prefect over all the wise men of Babylon” (Dan 2:48). Daniel’s acceptance of this
promotion indicates that his modus operandi in the exile was clearly not one of
separatism, but involvement in the court and in the Babylonian Empire. It is evident that
neither Daniel, nor the author of this story, considered such involvement with the
Babylonian Empire to be unacceptable for a Jew.5

5

In Daniel 1, 3, and 6, though, the question of whether or not the people of God
can involve themselves in the imperial system comes to the forefront, specifically in how
it relates to their Jewish identity and their loyalty to the God of their ancestors.
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The relationship between Daniel and King Nebuchadnezzar in the story of Daniel
2 is an ambiguous one. Clearly, though, Daniel recognized that Nebuchadnezzar—and by
extension, the Babylonian Empire—served a key role in the history of Israel, as well as
the history of the world. According to Daniel 2:37–38, God used and worked through
Nebuchadnezzar, ultimately delivering all the peoples of the world into his power. Daniel
2, therefore, is in line with much of the OT in its treatment of Nebuchadnezzar.
Kruschwitz and Reddit argue that most likely Daniel 2 is dependent on Jeremiah (see
especially Jer 21:7; 25:9; 43:10), through whom “God promised to punish Jerusalem by
using Nebuchadnezzar, and . . . called Nebuchadnezzar God’s servant.”6 Daniel 1
indicates that the hand of God was behind Nebuchadnezzar’s siege of Jerusalem (Dan
1:1–2), and in Daniel 2, Daniel affirmed that God delegated power and rule to
Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2:37–38) for the time being.
Daniel 2 ends with the transformation of Nebuchadnezzar and the promotion of
the exiles (Dan 2:46–49). This surprising happy ending leaves one wondering about the
relationship that the exiles had with the Babylonian Empire. Nothing is said in Daniel 2,
nor in the other stories, about what Daniel did with this delegated political power, except
that he immediately requested for his companions to be placed in positions of power, as
well (Dan 2:49). Beyond this, any suggestions would be conjectural. The ending,
however, indicates that with divine help, Jewish exiles could succeed even under foreign
rulers.
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In conclusion, there are ways in which the story of Daniel 2 affirms and positively
interacts with the Babylonian Empire. While Babylonian gods are not tolerated, the
Babylonian wise men are not outrightly condemned, nor do they “lose” in the end,7
precisely because Daniel saved them from death. Daniel also recognized the important
role that Nebuchadnezzar played in the unfolding of God’s plan for Israel (Dan 2:37–38),
and even chose to accept both gifts and a promotion from him, following Daniel’s
successful interpretation of the dream (Dan 2:48). In the words of Davies, these are “the
practical accommodations to life under imperium.”8 Daniel 2 presents these
“accommodations” as a viable option for the Jewish exiles in some circumstances, so
long as they do not impinge on one’s worship, service, and loyalty to God. The story
remains open to the possibility of working in and with the empire. It also clearly depicts
the possibility that foreign rulers might recognize the sovereignty of God. These themes
of accommodation, however, exist side-by-side with many themes of resistance, which
the next section will analyze.
Themes of Resistance
The characterization of King Nebuchadnezzar is one major way in which the story
of Daniel 2 resists foreign imperial rule. The high praise of Daniel 2:37–38
notwithstanding,9 the dominant portrayal of Nebuchadnezzar in this story is not a positive
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one. While he ultimately praised God and rewarded Daniel at the close of the narrative
(Dan 2:46–48), even this positive response indicates that he did not understand the
significance of the dream. Furthermore, Valeta and Chan understand Nebuchadnezzar’s
response in these verses to be one way in which the narrative undermines the supposed
power of the king, by depicting him in a humorous or satirical manner.10 The exuberance
of Nebuchadnezzar at the end of the narrative contrasts with his earlier paranoia (Dan
2:8–9) and hotheadedness (Dan 2:12)—a king quick to order the execution of his trusted
advisors (Dan 2:12), because of an impossible task set by himself (Dan 2:5–6), is not a
noble ruler, but rather, a tyrant.
Some scholars, like Wills, however, do not find the depiction of Nebuchadnezzar
in Daniel 2 to be a negative one. Wills concedes that Daniel 2 portrays King
Nebuchadnezzar as both “powerful and threatening”; but Wills does not find the portrait
to be overly negative, because Nebuchadnezzar “threatens Jewish and pagan courtiers
equally.”11 While Wills is correct that both Jews and pagans were targeted by
Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 2, it is not clear why this makes Nebuchadnezzar any less
threatening or tyrannical. In fact, the inclusion of the Jewish exiles in Nebuchadnezzar’s
decree to have all the wise men killed (Dan 2:12–13)—even though Daniel and his
companions were not even present in the opening scene (Dan 2:1–12)—causes one to
perceive Nebuchadnezzar as more irrational, rather than less. Similarly, in Gowan’s
opinion, King Nebuchadnezzar “is not depicted as the enemy of God’s people” in Daniel
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2, for the “heroes of the story are very successful people.”12 The success of Daniel and
his companions, however, does not mitigate the negative portrayal of Nebuchadnezzar in
the story—for it is not due to the goodwill of the king that the heroes succeeded, but
because of the goodwill of their God. As Valeta points out, the Jewish exiles had to
“appeal to an alternative authority”13—one other than Nebuchadnezzar—precisely
because the king was the one who needed to be stopped.
For other scholars the identification of King Nebuchadnezzar with the statue’s
“head of gold” (Dan 2:38) indicates a high regard for the king. For example, Kruschwitz
and Reddit argue that the author of Daniel 2 must have regarded Nebuchadnezzar as
“golden in comparison with his successors.”14 This identification is, in fact, one of the
main reasons why Collins posits that the original dream in this story was a Babylonian
political oracle that depicted Nebuchadnezzar’s rule as a golden age in Babylon’s history,
and which expectantly looked ahead to the restoration of the Babylonian Empire.15 This,
however, is making too much of the identification of Nebuchadnezzar with the “head of
gold.” First of all, although the respective value of the statue’s various metals could be
understood as indicating the lesser value and degeneration of each successive kingdom
following the “golden” Nebuchadnezzar, this is not emphasized in Daniel’s
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interpretation, as pointed out by Porteous and Newsom and Breed.16 Also, even if one
understands the “head of gold” to be a position of prominence and honor, the dream
clearly indicates that the entire statue, including the “gold,” was destroyed (Dan 2:35,
45). Similarly, Nebuchadnezzar would simply be occupying the highest position on an
idol, as Newsom argues.17 Thus, it is unlikely that the author or the audience would have
considered this identification to be one of honor.
Close attention to the details of the text reveal that there is more than meets the
eye when it comes to the character of Nebuchadnezzar. For Daniel 2 shows that
Nebuchadnezzar was not as powerful, nor in control, as he ultimately thought he was.
Nebuchadnezzar could not understand his dream; he was dependent, instead, on an exile
from Judah (Dan 2:25) to interpret it for him. Even though he made a royal decree that all
his wise men be killed, this did not ultimately happen, because of the divine wisdom and
power at Daniel’s disposal (Dan 2:20, 23). Although the court wise men wished that he
would “live forever” (Dan 2:4), the story provides a counterargument: only God lives
forever (Dan 2:20), and only God’s kingdom will remain forever (Dan 2:44). Finally, the
conclusion of the story tells of how Nebuchadnezzar rewarded Daniel and even offered
sacrifices to him, because of Daniel’s successful interpretation (Dan 2:46, 48). Daniel’s
interpretation, though, was not a message of comfort or goodwill for the king and his
rule, but rather, a message of doom—not only for Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom, but for all
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kingdoms. Whether or not Nebuchadnezzar realized it, he rewarded Daniel for a
prophetic judgment on his rule.
As noted earlier, the relationship between Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar in this
story is ambiguous, for it is rather complex. While recognizing that Nebuchadnezzar
played a key role in the history of his people, Daniel believed that God was ultimately in
control of Nebuchadnezzar and his rule, meaning that God could easily take away
Nebuchadnezzar’s power (e.g., Dan 4). In fact, the doxology of Daniel indicates that
Daniel not only believed God could take away Nebuchadnezzar’s power, but that he
yearned for this to happen. Daniel praised God, because God “changes times and turns,”
and showcases His power by “removing kings and establishing kings” (Dan 2:21).
Fewell argues that Daniel showed “diplomacy” and “complete allegiance to the
king” when he was in the king’s court; and yet, Daniel still harbored “private political
hopes,” which can be seen in his doxology (Dan 2:20–23).18 Although one might take
issue with Fewell’s contention that Daniel showcased “complete allegiance to the king,”
one can still affirm that there is more than meets the eye when it comes to Daniel’s
service in the king’s court. Smith-Christopher notes that while Daniel ultimately fulfilled
the king’s request by interpreting his dream—thereby securing Nebuchadnezzar’s trust
and admiration, as well as becoming a trusted advisor to the king—the story “concludes
with Daniel ‘advising’ Nebuchadnezzar that his regime will come to an end.”19 Han puts
it perfectly when he writes, “Daniel’s interpretation is tantamount to saying, ‘Your
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majesty is blessed with disaster.’”20 Ultimately, when Daniel’s doxology, which thanks
God for changing political landscapes, is paired with Daniel’s condemnatory
interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, which forecasts the end of all human empires,
Daniel’s political vision begins to come into focus.
Daniel’s Political Vision
What, then, is Daniel’s political vision? Is Daniel 2 a story about the peaceful
coexistence of Jewish exiles and their foreign overlords, or is it a story of potent
resistance to foreign imperial rule? These questions are not easily answered, precisely
because the story of Daniel 2 does not give easy answers. As has already been noted,
there is a tension between service and subversion in Daniel 2. Valeta notes this tension,
explaining that the Daniel stories, including Daniel 2, are “multi-voiced” tales, meaning
that they contain multiple viewpoints, ideologies, and languages.21
The story of Daniel 2 is a tension-filled story, and one can see both service and
subversion at play within the narrative. The king’s court was a public place of power; and
in that court, Daniel did what the king requested, and he even received rewards and
promotions from his hand (Dan 2:48). Yet, in his own home, away from the court and the
king, Daniel praised God for His power to topple kings and kingdoms and to raise up new
ones (Dan 2:21). In the king’s court, Daniel and his companions were known by their
Babylonian names (Dan 2:26, 49); but in private, they went by their Hebrew names (Dan
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2:17). Daniel 2 ends with Nebuchadnezzar recognizing God’s sovereignty (Dan 2:47);
however, this portrayal of Nebuchadnezzar stands alongside many other different
portrayals throughout the story, most of which are predominantly negative.
When dealing with a complex and multi-voiced story like Daniel 2, the temptation
is to privilege one voice over another. Many scholars emphasize the positive, tolerant,
and accommodating voice in Daniel 2 at the expense of the critiquing and resistance
voice also in the text. At the same time, however, there are a handful of scholars that do
not pay enough attention to the occasional openness and optimism of the Daniel stories.
The exclusion of one or more voices in a multi-voiced text not only is poor exegetical
analysis, but also results in a skewed understanding of the text in question.
Wills is typical of scholars who do not heed the resistant voice in Daniel 2. Wills
argues that Daniel 2 has a relatively “positive view of coexistence with the powers that
be.”22 Wills comes to this conclusion, however, by minimizing the importance of both
Daniel’s doxology (Dan 2:20–23) and Nebuchadnezzar’s dream and its interpretation
(Dan 2:31–45), arguing that both are later additions to the text.23 Thus, according to
Wills, Daniel’s overwhelmingly negative interpretation is “restrained by its inclusion in a
typical court legend that contains a rather predictable happy ending.”24 While it is
certainly possible that Daniel’s doxology is not original to the story, the themes contained
therein are not foreign to the surrounding context of Daniel 2. Also, as argued previously
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in chapter 3, it is unnecessary to posit that an original Babylonian prophecy was later
changed by the Jewish author of Daniel 2, as both Collins and Wills do,25 for the text
makes sense without appealing to a hypothetical oracle. Yet, even if one accepts that both
Daniel’s doxology and his interpretation are not original to the story, readers must still
grapple with the many other ways in which the narrative of Daniel 2 simultaneously
critiques and undermines foreign imperial rule, especially through the negative
characterization of Nebuchadnezzar and the undermining of the Babylonian Empire’s
supposed power.
On the other hand, some scholars, like Horsley, neglect themes of accommodation
and optimism that are clearly present in Daniel 2 and the other Daniel stories.26 The
Daniel stories can rightly be labelled resistance literature, as a number of scholars do.27
This does not mean that the voice of resistance is the only one in the text, though. In
Daniel 2, resistance may be the dominant theme, but it is not alone, for it stands alongside
openness and accommodation to the powers that be. Both Collins and Newsom and Breed
recognize this, and prefer to use the language of “hybridity” to describe these court
tales,28 which helpfully captures the tensions inherent in the story of Daniel 2. Daniel
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both served and subverted the empire as he tried to stay alive and find success in a hostile
environment.
Daniel’s political vision is unique, and it cannot be reduced to one of outright
rebellion, nor can it be caricatured as optimistic naiveté, nor charged with caving under
imperial pressure. Daniel 2 recognizes the line one must walk when he or she is in a
strange land with little power. A violent uprising is not an option for a persecuted and
oppressed minority; neither is complete assimilation to the dominant culture. What
Daniel 2 offers to its audience is a unique political vision of hope and steadfastness.
In the face of death, when all hope seemed lost, God revealed the mystery to
Daniel (Dan 2:19, 23), and the people of God were granted wisdom and power (Dan
2:23). That mystery concerned not only the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, but the entire
history of foreign imperial dominance. According to Daniel 2, violent and destructive
empires will not have the final word, for “the God of heaven will establish a kingdom
that will be forever indestructible” (Dan 2:44). Smith-Christopher explains that the dream
and its interpretation indicate that “[a]ll forms of inhumanity are destined to end,” and it
is with this knowledge of the future that the audience of Daniel 2 could know how to
adequately relate to foreign imperial rule.29 Kings and their kingdoms are not ultimate.
For as long as tyrants rule, the people of God are encouraged to trust in the God of
heaven, who “changes times and turns, removing kings and establishing kings” (Dan
2:21). The next and final section will deal with some of the implications of Daniel’s
unique political vision for the people of God today.
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Conclusion: Implications and Applications
By way of conclusion, this section will offer a few implications and applications
regarding the political vision of Daniel 2. First and foremost, the preceding analysis of
Daniel 2 has showcased the need for a close reading of the Daniel stories, and by
extension, any biblical story. This thesis has provided a close reading of one of the six
court tales in the MT of the book of Daniel. To simply assume, though, that the political
stance of Daniel 2 is the stance of all the other Daniel tales is misguided; this is even
more so the case for the deutero-canonical works found in the Greek version(s) of Daniel.
Only a close reading of a text, which takes into consideration the many voices within,
will be able to determine the unique political vision of each story.
The findings of this thesis also serve as a reminder to the Church not to
domesticate these stories. In his analysis of popularized versions of the Daniel stories in
American culture, Greg Carey argues that “American religious media domesticate Daniel
into a morality tale, a fable that promotes personal integrity and trust in God.”30 As a
result of this domestication, the stories no longer can serve as a conversation partner for
those who, like Daniel, find themselves in a strange land and under oppression. Instead,
these stories about the three exiles in the fiery furnace (Dan 3), the miraculous writing on
the wall (Dan 5), Daniel in the lions’ den (Dan 6), and even Daniel successfully
accomplishing Nebuchadnezzar’s impossible task (Dan 2) are treated as though they were
children’s stories, rather than stories that paint a complex and honest portrait of life lived
under foreign imperial rule. Smith-Christopher contends that “there can be no such thing
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as a non-political reading of Daniel, if it is to be true to the living spirit of Scripture and
to the suffering of those who wrote it under the inspiration of a God who first delivered
slaves from Pharaoh.”31 A responsible reading of the Daniel stories pays attention to their
political potency.
This naturally leads, then, to another implication: the Daniel stories center on the
lived experiences of oppressed and persecuted minorities within a hostile environment,
and this “center” of the Daniel stories should not be pushed aside. In many ways, the
people of God, whomever and wherever they are, can learn from the story of Daniel 2,
and can receive comfort and hope from it. Yet, the unique message that it speaks to
refugees, ethnic and religious minorities, and other marginalized peoples in the world
today should not go unrecognized. Churches would do well to note the importance of
these stories about Daniel and his companions for groups going through similar crises
today. Learning from and listening to the voices of those groups will better enable the
Church to read Scripture responsibly, and to better implement its principles.
Finally, it is important for the Church to ask what the political vision of Daniel 2
means for the Church’s engagement with political powers today. In light of the powerful
imagery of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, the Church must recognize the transient nature of
governments and empires; it must also live with the “end” in mind—that one day God
will establish His own kingdom over and against all other kingdoms. The God who
empowered Daniel in this story is the same God empowering His people today to remind
all rulers that He is “God of gods and Lord of kings” (Dan 2:47).
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